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Dynamics of the Motion of a Phase Change 
Boundary to Changes in Pressure 
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California Institute o• Technology, Pasadena, California 

Abstract. Because of the significance of both shallow and deep phase changes to 
geophysical problems, the dynamical response of a phase change to pressure loading 
was investigated. It was found that the characteristic behavior of the system may be 
analyzed in terms of simple parameters of the system by using analytic expressions 
that apply for the initial part and the final part of the motion of the phase boundary. 
These expressions are obtained from approximations based on generalizations of 
Neumann's solution for melting at a constant temperature or from simple physical 
approximations based on the over-all geometry of the model. The range of applicability 
of the approximations can be obtained from the approximations themselves. The 
analytic results compare very favorably with exact numerical solutions. The distribu- 
tion of heat sources and convective heat transport are shown to be generally of minor 
importance on the motion of the phase boundary; the effect of convective heat trans- 
port can be estimated from the analytic approximation. The important parameters are 
the latent heat of the phase change and the difference in slope between the Clapeyron 
curve and the temperature distribution in the earth. In addition, the long-term motion 
depends primarily on the over-all geometry of the model and the boundary condition 
at depth. The analytic results indicate the time at which thermal blanketing by sedi- 
ments becomes important and the effect of the rate of sedimentation on the response 
of the system; they also define slow and fast sedimentation and secular equilibrium. 
The effect of isostasy in conjunction with a shallow phase change is shown to be of 
major importance, and for certain cases the sediment thickness that can accumulate 
in a sedimentary basin may depend only on the sedimentation rate and not the initial 
depth of the basin. The analytic results permit a more physical discussion of the 
problem, since the functional dependence of the solution on the parameters may be 
seen. In addition, important results for a variety of models can be obtained by rela- 
tively simple calculations, without resorting to separate numerical solutions for each 
model considered. 
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t, time. 
x, depth. 
T(x, t), •empem•ure. 
M(t), location of phase boundary. 
b(t), location of lower boundary. 
-- J(x, t), heat flux. 
P(x), pressure. 
•c (P) - GP -- F - Tc (x) , Clapey- 

ton temperature. 
Ki, thermal conductivity in region 

pi, density in region 'j.' 
c,, heat capacity at constant volume. 
ci, heat capacity c, in region 'j.' 
K•, thermal diffusivity in region 'j.' 
Ai, heat production due to sources 

in region 'j.' 
Vi, velocity in region 'j.' 

-- 
To -- [J(O, O)/K•lbo 
tl -- X/bo, depth. 
r -- (K•/bo•')t, time. 
v(•, r) -- T(x, t)/To, temperature. 
•,•(r) •- M(t)/bo, location of phase 

boundary. 
l•(r) -- b(t)/bo, location of lower 

boundary. 
v c(•) =-- T•(P)/To, Clapeyron tem- 

perature. 
a• -- •/•, diffusivity. 
at -= bo•'Ai/ToK•, heat sources. 
•, --- (bo/•) V, velocity. 
C -- L/c•To, latent heat. 
0(•, r) • v(•, r) -- v(•, 0), perturba- 

tion temperature. 
0•(•) ---- w(•) -- v(•, 0), reduced 
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NOTATION 

L, latent heat of phase change. 
Si, entropy per gram of phase 'j.' 
g, gravitational acceleration. 
O(x, t) -- T(x, t) -- T(x, 0), per- 

turbation temperature. 
M• --- M(0), initial location of phase 

boundary. 
M• --- M (•o), final location of phase 

boundary. 
AP, pressure pulse. 
b• -- b(0), initial location of lower 

boundary. 
b• ---- b(•o), final location of lower 

boundary. 
s, sediment thickness. 

w, water depth. 
0, •, •, tilde denotes approximation 

to corresponding quantity (0, r, •). 

DIMENSIONLESS TERMS 

Clapeyron temperature. 
•---- [J(0, O)/Ki](bo/To), tempera- 

ture gradient. 
D-- (Gp•gbo/To)- •y•, reduced 

Clapeyron slope. 
E -- (F/To) -- (G AP/To), zero in- 

tercept of O,(}m). 
W -- i -- J(O, O)/Gp,gK, 
R -- p,c•bo/WK• ds/dr, sedimentary 

loading rate. 
r -- 4D/C WFtu, ra•e constant for 

continuous sedimentation models. 

•*, see equation 36. 
•**, see equation 46. 
•, see equation 44. 
•*, see equation 48. 
•**, see equation 49. 
•, see equation 57. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There is no doub• •ha• phase changes are a significan• feature oœ •he earth's 
man•le; thus a response of a phase change •o dynamical changes in pressure is oœ 
general geophysical interest. Although •he discussion •o be presented in this paper 
emphasizes shallow phase changes, the formal •rea•men• developed is applicable 
to •he more general problem. 
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The identification of the Mohorovicic discontinuity as a phase change has 
been shown to have important geological implications. Lovering [1958] and Ken- 
nedy [1959] have discussed such a phase change as a mechanism for uplifting or 
depressing relatively large areas of the earth's surface and have alluded to the 
pertinence of this mechanism to such questions as the formation of geosynclines, 
the elevation of plateaus, and the origin and permanence of mountain ranges. 

The consequences of such a phase change result from the fact that the depth 
of the phase boundary is determined by the temperature and pressure in the 
cart.h; hence changes in either of these might. change the equilibrium position of 
the phase boundary. If sediments are deposited on the surface, the resultant in- 
crease in pressure will tend to move the phase boundary upward, which, owing 
to the difference in density of the two phases, will cause the surface to subside. 
The conversion of a low density-high entropy phase to a high density-low entropy 
phase will result in the liberation of heat at the phase boundary. The removal of 
this extra heat will govern the rate of movement of the phase boundary. 

Owing to the subsidence of the surface and the different t.hermal conductiv- 
ities of the two phases, the new equilibrium position of the phase boundary may 
result in a final steady-state temperature distribution different from the initial 
distribution. This redistribution may extend to considerable depth and may there- 
fore depend on thermal conditions deep in the earth. Since the new temperature 
distribution will partly determine the final equilibrium position of the phase 
boundary, it will affect its movement. 

The presence of sediments on the formerly free surface will also affect the 
final temperature distribution, causing the temperature beneath the former sur- 
face to rise, which would tend to move the phase boundary deeper. 

Thus t. here are basically two different effects: (1) an increase in pressure 
causes the surface to subside in response to the loading, and (2) the thermal 
blanketing of any deposited sediments would by itself cause the surface to rise 
in opposition to the loading. Modifying these two effects are (3) the fact that the 
latent heat must be removed from the vicinity of the phase boundary for the reac- 
tion to proceed, and (4) the final temperature distribution may require the redis- 
tribution of heat from the initial distribution. 

MacDonald a•d Ness [1960] have already treated certain aspects of •he 
dynamic problem; because of •he possible importance of the problem, however, 
i• was considered of in•eres• •o •rea• f•he problem in more de•ail in order •o sep- 
arate •he effecSs of •he various factors f•ha5 •ogether determine 5he solution. 

Wetherill [1961] has •reated some of •he steady-s•a•e aspects of the problem, 
which predic• f•he final location of •he phase boundary after bhe deposibion of a 
given thickness of sediments. lie showed •ha•, although the identification of •he 
Moho as a single phase change canno5 explain •he differences bef•ween oceans and 
continents, response of a phase change to loading by sediments could resul• in 
considerable differences in crustal elevation. Further, t, he necessity •o include 
isos•asy in •he solution •o bhe dynamic problem was s•ressed, as well as •he im- 
portance of 5he ra•e of erosion on uplifted regions. Finally, the possible imporSance 
of convective hea• •ranspor• in the dynamic problem was pointed ouk 

Although bhe problem •rea•ed in •his paper does no• fully consider isos•asy or 
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continuous sedimentation and erosion, it is still of considerable geophysical inter- 
est. The essential process that will be treated is the response of a phase change to 
changes in pressure; the effects of isostasy, sedimentation, and erosion will be 
primarily to modify the pressure response. Our first object is, therefore, to ex- 
amine the response of a phase change to a given pressure pulse, and the depend- 
ence of this response on various parameters. To this end it is desirable to treat 
at first a highly simplified problem in order to separate various effects. We later 
consider the effect of the altered equilibrium temperature distribution on the 
movement of the phase boundary. 

To formulate the problem in one dimension we represent the outer layers of 
the earth as an infinite plate of uniform thickness. We thus neglect the sphericity 
of the earth; this omission should not be serious, however, owing to the restricted 
thickness of the region considered (100-200 km). 

The relevant equation is the equation of heat conduction 

pc(DT/Dt) = pc[OT/Ot q- V(OT/Ox)] = (O/Ox)[K(O•yox)] + A (1) 

where T = temperature. 
K = thermal conductivity. 
p = density. 
c = heat capacity. 
A = ra•e of radioactive hea• production. 
V - velocity of medium. 

The boundary conditions •o be satisfied are: 

(a) T = 0 a• the earth's surface. 
(b) a boundary condition mus• be applied a• the bottom of •he region, i.e. a• 

some depth in the earth. The exac• condition is not known; however, i• 
should be contained between the following extremes: 

(1) Cons•an• •empera•ure a• •he bo•t. om of •he region x = b. This means 
•ha• •he temperature in regions below the depth x = b will be unaffected by 
changes a• depths less than b. 

(2) Cons•an• hea• flux a• depth x = b. This means tha• changes in •empera- 
ture a• shallow depth migh• cause changes a• all depths to the earth's center. 

Since the process would actually •ake place only in a restricted segmen• of 
•he ear•h, the temperature a• depth would be controlled by lateral flow of hea•. 
Constant flux at x = b implies tha• heat flows laterally. Constan• temperature 
implies that no heat flows laterally. 

Knowledge of the effect of the choice of the boundary condition on the solu- 
tion to the problem would indicate possible limitations of the solution obtained 
from this model. 

(c) At the phase boundary M(t), the temperature must be continuous and 
will be given by the Clapeyron curve, which gives the temperature at 
which the two phases may coexist at a given pressure. The liberation of 
the laten• heat of reaction a• the phase boundary requires 
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ß =.u-½,• •=.u+½,• dt (2) 
where L - latent heat of phase change and p - density of region in which the 
coordinate system is fixed. Thus there will be a discontinuity in the heat flux at 
the phase boundary due to the evolution of heat. 

We will assume that the stress distribution is always hydrostatic. Conserva- 
tion of mass across the phase boundary will determine the velocity in the field 
equation 1. In addition, heat sources must be conserved across the phase boundary. 

There are two major sources of difficulty in the problem. The first is the non- 
linear condition (2) at the phase boundary. The second is the nonlinear term for 
convective heat transport in the heat equation. This term could conceivably be 
neglected if it were small enough. If so, the search for an analytic solution would 
be greatly simplified. Thus it is of interest to determine the magnitude and im- 
portance of the term ¾(OT/Ox) in the field equation. 

The approach in this paper will be to analyze the problem in certain limiting 
cases. We will then show that these cases exhibit a simple behavior, which can be 
characterized in terms of simple functions of the physical constants. These rela- 
tionships will be applied to the more general case, and it will be shown that this 
can be treated semiquantitatively with the approximate analytical expressions 
obtained. ' 

2. STEADY-STATE BEHAVIOR 

Before discussing the dynamics of the motion of a phase boundary subject to 
loading, it is of interest to develop the properties of the steady-state systems. 
Consider a layered system of two phases (1, 2) in hydrostatic equilibrium con- 
taining no heat sources kt equilibrium. Let the Clapeyron curve be a straight line 
defined by 5c(P) = GP - F, let the initial depth of the transition be M•, and 
let the initial total thickness of the layers be b(0). The mass per unit area between 
the surface and the base of the lower layer is m -- p•M• -]- p2(b(0) -- M•). The 
initial temperature is given by 

J•x = J•P(x) . 0 < x < M• 
K• K•p•g ' - - 

= 
J•M, J,(x- M3 

+ 
K• Ke 

= J,P(M3 + J,[P(x) - P(M,)]; M, • x < b(O) 
Klplg K2p2• -- 

(3) 

P,(x) = I p'gx 
•.p•gM, + p•g(x- M,) M• _• x 

The initial position of the phase boundary is given by 

(4) 

where --J• is the initial heat flux at the surface x = 0. The initial pressure as a 
function of depth is 
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F 

P,(M,) = (G- Z,/Klplg) (5) 
J•F 

T,(M,) = KiDlg(G-- Zi/Z•"lDlg) 
If we assume for simplicity that K•p• = K2p2, then on the (P, T) plane, the initial 
temperature T• is a straight line of slope J•/K•p•g. This is shown in Figure 1. The 
point of intersection of T•[x(P)] and 5c (P) is very sensitive to the difference between 
the Clapeyron slope [dSc(P)/dP] = G and the temperature slope [dT•(P)/dP] = 
J•/Eiplg. 

Let us now consider the new state that will obtain for this system at the instant 
that a sudden pressure pulse AP is applied and maintained. This means that the 
pressure of every piece of matter is increased by AP and the temperature at that 

i i i i i I i i i 

Consrant flux or consrant temperalure at lower 
boundary K2P2 =K•P• 
A p: Pressure Pulse 

4000 - ::.:;' :• Excess temperature from 
. phase change 

I 8oo- .,•o•// 

T,OO, - 600 

Initial St•,te B 
4oo•- '• /""'":•iB' Final State 

I Ap •'"'• / _ ..' i 

i ! - 
hi.7./ •,,"'• li r ," 
•0 ,2 4 6 8 40 4,2 44 46 48 20 

P(kbor) 

Fig. 1. Representation in the pressure-temperature 
plane of the effect of a pressure pulse AP on a phase 
change. The initial temperature distribution is shown by 
the line ABC. The phase boundary is originally at 
depth M•, corresponding to point B. The pressure pulse 
increases the pressure at depth M•; thus point B is 
moved to B' in pressure space, although the depth of 
the phase boundary is unchanged. The change in the 
temperature distribution due to the pressure pulse is 
represented by the translation of the line ABC into 
line A'B'C' and of the point M• to M•'. The difference 
in pressure between the initial and final positions of the 
phase boundary corresponds to the arrow between M•' 
and Mr. In order that the phase change move to its 
final position at Mr, the latent heat Lp(M• -- Mr) must 
be removed. The line displaced vertically by L/C, is 
the increase in temperature that would occur if the 
phase change proceeded instantaneously in the region 

between Mr to 
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ins•an• remains constant. Hence, P(x) is replaced by P(x) - AP in •he expressions 
for T(x). 

T = J•(P- AP) {p•gx q- AP 0 < x < M, (6) K•p•g ; P = - - 
p•gM, q- p•g(x- M•) q- AP M, _< x _< b, 

This is •he ini•iM s•ate •ransla•ed by a distance AP in •he (P, T) plane. In •he 
(P, T) plane, •he •ranslated position of •he initial phase boundary M• is indicated 
by M•' and corresponds •o •he motion of point B to B', as shown in Figure 1. If we 
assume the pressure pulse •o be due •o a load with no thermal impedance, then •he 
final s•eady s•ate will correspond •o •he translated line. The surface and bottom 
of the System correspond to points .4' and C', respectively. The final equilibrium 
position of the phase change occurs at depth Me, corresponding •o point D in the 
diagram. 

Ms = M,- p•g(G- J,/K•p•g) = M, i - . 

G zSP = P,(M,)(1 G•P) (7) P(Ms) = Pi(M,) -- (a- J•/K•p•g) 

GJ• AP : T•(M,)(1 G •P) T(M•) = Ti(Mi) -K•p•g(a- J,/K•p•g) ' 
The œractional changes in the position, temperature, and pressure of •he phase 
boundary a5 the new equilibrium position is thus -(G AP,/F). 

The difference between the new equilibrium •empera•ure and •he original un- 
perturbed temperature as a function of position is defined by ©(x, t) ------- T (x, t) -- 
T4(x), and i• is identically zero for the simple case under discussion. 

The to•al hea• energy per unit area •ha• 5he system mus• lose to go from 
the initial •o •he final state is L(M• - M•) px. The •emperature rise tha• a uni• 
of ma•ter would undergo if it instantaneously underwent the •ransi•ion is L/c•, 
as shown in Figure 1. If (L,/c•G) k AP, then no piece of matter will completely 
undergo the •ransi•ion instantaneously, as •his would drive i5 to a 5emperature 
above the Clapeyron curve. In this case •he phase boundary will move a5 a rate 
determined by equation 2, if 5he •ransiSion is ini•ia•ed a5 •he initial interface, 
and the mat•er will never be superhea•ed outside of i•s s•abili•y field. The possi- 
bility of mixtures of •he •wo phases will not be considered here. 

If the pressure pulse AP > (L/c•G), there will exis5 a finite region tha5 may 
spontaneously undergo •he •ransifion without intersecting 5he Clapeyron curve. If 
AP satisfies this condition, we will define •he system to be overdriven. This is in- 
dica•ed by •he region between M•" and M•', corresponding t.o P(M•') -- P(M?) = 
[ (GAP/F) - (L,/c•F)] P•(M•). M? is f•he depth at which the Clapeyron curve 
intersects the •op of 5he s•ippled region in Figure 1. The master tha5 is a• pres- 
sures between P(Mt) and P(M•") is metas•able and superpressured. 

We have so far assumed tha• •he agen5 causing the jump AP in pressure has 
no thermal impedance. If i• has •he same properties (i.e. px, K1) as were initially 
above the phase boundary, t.hen the final s•a•e will correspond •o •he initial s•a•e. 
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Immediately after the pressure pulse is applied, the phase boundary will move to 
shallower depths and lower pressures, approaching M•, and will then reverse its 
motion and return to M•. The addition of heat is then required to raise the tem- 
perature of the original material extending to the lower boundary, causing a long- 
term transient. 

The behavior of the above system is greatly simplified because of the as- 
sumption that K•px = K•p•. We will now discuss the case in which the material 
properties are different in region 1, above the transition, and in region 2, below 
the transition. Let the lower boundary of region 2 be a distance b (0) below the 
surface. We first consider the case in which the flux at the lower boundary is 
fixed. The initial temperature and pressure as a function of depth is given by 
equations 3 and 4, and the initial position and pressure at the phase boundary by 
equation 5. In the (P, T) plane, the initial temperature distribution consists of 
two straight line segments of slope JffKlplg and J•/K.opag in regions 1 and 2, re- 
spectively. This is shown in Figure 2 for the case K2p2 - 2Klp:•. 

Immediately after the application of an increment AP in pressure, the T-P 
curve is translated to the right as stated earlier. The phase boundary moves to 
M{, and the lower boundary b (0) of region 2 moves from point C to C'. Since we 
have required that the flux at the lower boundary remain constant, the final state 
will have the same slope in regions I and 2 as the initial state. The difference 
between the final and initial states is markedly different than for the simple case 
where ©(x, •) = 0. 
I-Icrc 

j 1 

j 1 -- 
or as a function of pressure 

0 

_ j½• 1 
[Klplg 

[Klplg 

O_( x_( M • 

(x I•.' - M•) M, _( x _( M, 

• }(M,- M•) M, _(x _(b(•) 2 

1} K52• T -- P(M f) ] 

1 }[P(M•')-P(M•)] 

(8a) 

AP _( P _(P(Mt) 

P(M•) _-< P _-< P(M,') 

P(M,') _-< P _-< P(b(•)) 

= P,(b(O)) + zip 

(8b) 

P• and M• are given by equation 7. 
Since the pressure on each unit of matter is assumed to be conserved after 

the pulse is applied, the time trajectories of each point are constrained to move 
vertically in the (P, T) plane. The propagation of the phase boundary under the 
assumptions given will proceed in the same manner as discussed for the simple 
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Constant flux at lower boundary 

K2P2=2 Kt p• A P= Pressure Pulse 
::• Excess temperature from phase change 
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Fig. 2. Pressure temperature representation of the effects of a 
pressure pulse for constant flux at the lower boundary when the 
physical parameters of the two phases differ. The initial state 
shown by, line ABG is translated to A'B'G', owing to the pressure 
pulse. The final state is shown by line A'DF. Since the translated 
initial and final steady-state temperature distributions differ, the 
heat corresponding to the difference between the initial and final 
states (the hatched region) must be removed, as well as the 
latent heat, in order for the phase boundary to move from its 
initial position M,' to its final position Mr. The lower curve 
shows the perturbation temperature O(x,•), which is the differ- 
ence in temperature between the final and initial states [O(x,•) 
_-- T(x,•) -- T(x, 0)]. O(x,•) is a continuous function comprised 

of three straight-line segments. 

case mK• = paK2. If the source of the pressure pulse has no thermal impedance, 
the excess heat per unit area corresponding to 

P(b(O))+AP _ oc,, dP 

must be removed in addition •o the excess heat from the phase change. 
If the source of the pressure pulse is • m•teri•l of identicM properties to 

region 1 •nd w•s initially •t 0ø(3, then the phase boundary will move from J1/• • 
toward M• •nd then reverse •nd return to M•; the finM state will be the s•me •s 
the initiM state, except that he•t will h•ve to be •dded to the system to raise the 
temperature of the translated curve A•B•C" of Figure 2 to the temperature of 
curve ABC• •he he•t being provided from below •he lower boundary. In either 
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case, if the load has thermal impedance or if K• • K,., the system will have a 
long-time transient to achieve the final steady state. 

So far we have emphasized the (P, T) representation of the system. The 
dependence on spatial coordinates is fundamentally d'ffferent, since T•(x) does 
not change as P -• P q-/xp, but 5c(P) as an implicit function of x will be changed. 
In addition, the total depth b(t) from the surface to the lower boundary depends 
on time, whereas the pressure is fixed in the matter. Mass conservation requires 
that the quantity p•M(t) -]- p•[b(t) -- M(t)] be constant, so that the change in 
depth of the lower boundary for the preceding case with constant flux is 

b(•) - b(0) = -GAP (P• -- p•) N•(p• - p•) GAP p,p•g(G- J,/Kxp•g) = p2 F (9) 
I5 follows tha5 an (x, T) represent;at;ion of the foregoing problem is analogous to 
the (P, T) representat5on, except that the Clapeyron curve is displaced instead 
of T½(x) and there is a shift; in the end point b(t). The trajectory of a uni5 of 
matter is t;hus not; constrained to move vertically in t;he (x, T) plane, since the 
spatial coordinate of a unit of mat;ter is not; conserved. 

The next; case of steady-stat;e behavior that we wish to consider here is for 
the case of the lower boundary at depth b at; const;ant; temperature T (b(t)) = Tb. 
Since the flux is not conserved, it; is convenient to use the other variables to de- 
fine the position of the phase boundary. 

The equalSons governing the position of the phase boundary are 

Zi -- 
T(b) 

(b,/K,) + M•[(1/K•) -- (1/K•)] J' = (b,/K,) q- - (l/K,)] 
Jf 1 
J, I - [(M, - Ms)/o,•[(o,/K•)] - (•/K,.)][J,/T(b)] 

T(b)K,. FK,. (l- M,= F/{1,[Go•g - b•K• b,K• 
I 

b•K• b•K• - K=// • 4Gong - b•K• 

M• = (F - G •) Gong - K•m 

_(F-G•P) K, (1 •)•)] (10' m o=•((1--•) + _ o• 
I T(b)K=o= (F GAP) o=K= (1 -•)+ (1 •)• • • Gong- K• m - m K• - 

• 4(F- q•)GR=RlgK= •( ( Ri•(K••••/=} - m K• I - •) • 1 -- 
T(Mi) JiMi J•M/ - K• - 5•(P(M,)) T(M•) - K• - 5•(P(Mz)) 

m • o•M• + o=(b• - M•) = o•M• + o=(b•- Mz) 
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1 - ]'Gp•g (P•- Pl) 

+ 

K2 bi __ p2 -- •1. (M i __ Mr) (--GAP + F) = 0 P• 

The expression for M• is an explici5 •unc•ion o• b• and T(b•), and •he expression 
•or M• is an implici5 •uncQon of M• •hrough m. 

If (p•/K•) • (p•/K•) •nd M• • Mh •he flux is increased •nd •he temperature 
gr•dien5 is increased (see the expression for J•/J•). As • result, the temperature 
•t the •r•nsition is increased •bove that which would obtMn if p•K• = p•K•, •s 
in the first example. A schematic illustr•Qon of this c•se is shown in Fibre 3. One 
of the fund•mentM effects of (p•/K•) • (p•/K•) is that, to the low pressure side 
of point E (Figure 3), the temperature of the transbred iniQM state is below the 
finM state, •nd to the high pressure side of point E the reverse situation occurs. 
This means that in •ddition to the he•t of the transition which muss be removed, 

Constant tempera'ture at lower I•ounda'ry 
K2P2:2 K•p4 /kP= Pressure Pulse 

:"':'• Excess temperature from phase change • • Excess temperature from new steady state 

• Deficit temperature from new steady state • 

400 - / B ..•:....:....-..••.•:•i• / _ 
ß \ •:r•. '- ß "•'".••-"r'•F Finol State 

E _ 
200 - •._•._•P ' I " 

AX.••' •-'f •i i i ' r• I I I I , I I I I I 
"'0 2 4 6 I 8 iO I •2 '14 '16 '18 20 

I i i • i i I I I I J 

e(øc) o - ' 

-5o - B' ] 
0 2 4 6 8 40 '12 '14 '16 48 20 

P (kbor) > 

Fig. 3. Pressure temperature representation of the effect of a 
pressure pulse with a constant temperature at the lower boundary 
when the properties of the two phases differ. Besides the surplus 
heat in the region EB'C', there is a heat deficit in the region 
A'DE due to the difference between the translated initial state 

and the final state. The translated initial and final temperatures 
are the same at point E. 
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an additional amount of heat due to the excessive temperature must be removed 
from the right of point E. Some of this heat will go to the region to the left of E 
to fill in the temperature deficit. This has two major consequences. Firstly, a long- 
term temperature readjustment over the whole system must take place. Secondly, 
the kinetics of the motion of the phase boundary is somewhat enhanced because the 
heat lost at the front of the motion automatically tends to compensate for the 
difference between the initial and final states. This should be compared with the 
constant flux case where the system must radically alter the total heat content 
between initial and final states. Figure 3 shows •)(x, o•) = T• -- T• for this case 
and illustrates the comments made above. Figure 4 shows a similar case in the 
(x, T) plane. 

We have so far restricted the discussion to a source-free region. If sources of 
variable strength are present, the steady-state temperature distribution is defined 
by the field equation (c•/c•x)[K(x)(c•T(x)/Sx)] q- A(x) = 0 and the boundary 
conditions. The position of the phase boundary is then defined by T(M) = 5• (P (M)), 

' ' Conslont lemperolure 
K 2:2 K• A P: Pressure Pulse / 

]200 - p• = 1.5p• / - 
':i:-• Excess te mperature fro m 

I000-- phase change 0•/ 0•'/ - 
• Excess temperature from 

.• nw steady state 
•1 • Deficit temperature 

oo- '/ - 
B • I / 

.oo- ', ', - 

2oo• • / • I I - 
/ • ',/ 

t , Mi f 5i I I 0 I I I I I I 
0 •0 •0 30 :40 50 60: 70 so 

501- n , ! ' 

I 
I 

-50 I • I •i, I b,f, bi 
0 •0 •0 50 •0 50 GO •0 80 

Depth (km)• 

Fig. 4. A depth-temperature representation of the effect of a 
pressure pulse for constant temperature at the lower boundary. 
Both the densities and the conductivities in regions 1 and 2 are 
taken to be different. The initial temperature distribution is not 
changed by the pulse, but instead the Clapeyron curve is shifted. 
The initial and final Clapeyron curves are segmented in the 
(x,T) representation. The initial and final temperatures are 
given by the line segments ABC' and ADG respectively. Points 
B and D correspond to the initial and final positions of the phase 
boundary. The lower boundary moves from C to G corresponding 
to depths b, and br, respectively. Note that O is not defined in 

the region between G and C. 
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where So(P) defines the Clapeyron curve. In investigating the possible positions 
of the phase boundary for various s•atic loads, an additional constmin• occurs 
from consideration of source conservation in regions in•o which the phase boundary 
may be displaced. Le• -- and q- denote the low and high pressure side of the phase 
boundary, respectively; then [A(M-)/p(M-)] = [A(M+)/p(M+)], i.e. Alp is con- 
finuous across the moving phase boundary in the direction of motion. 

Wkh regard •o the phase transition, it is of course possible to utilize a simple 
two-layer model for p, K, c and to use an arbitrary source distribution subject to 
the above constraint. For the purpose of exhibiting the effects of sources, we will 
discuss the case of a simple two-layer model with Ax/m = A.o/pa. 

The temperature distribution is then 

'J(0)x A•x • 
K• 2K• ; 0 _< x _< M 

T(x) = J(O)M A•M • (J(O) A,M• A,p• (11) K• 2K• k \'• (x--M) -- (x-- M) •' •22 '/ 2 p l K z ' 

M_< x_< b 

Here J (0) is t;he flux a[ x = 0. The init•ial and final temperatmre dist•ribu[ions can 
be found by settling M equal •o M• and M•, respectively, and J (0) equal •o J• and 
J•, respecSively. For case of known flux, •he expression for M is 

F -- G/xP (12) 

{( [(a(0) M = J(O) ) q_ G K-•p•', q- 2(F -- GAP) a,p• g a •Plg G -- Klp•gl 
M, can be obtained by setting AP - 0 in the above equation. The effect of the 
sources is to decrease the depth M at which the phase transition takes place for 
a given flux. 

As will be shown, the •wo-layer model does not fully exhibk •he more gen- 
eral problem with sources because of the condition of source conservation. 

More generally for an N layer model, where layer n lies between X•_x and 
X,, the temperature distribution is given by 

and 

T.(x) = T•_•(X•_i) + Kn •nn (• -- Xn--1) 
X n --1 '• X .• X n and Xo -- 0 

Jn(Xn) --• J0(0) -- • (X:i - X:i--1)gi n >_ 1 
T, (x) is [he temperature distribution in layer n which has material properties 

A, and K•. 
For a [wo-layer model, [he system is highly constrained, since •he source 

s[reng•h in region 1 determines [he strength in region 2. The simples[ multilayer 
model which is not 'overconstrained' is with four layers. In •he [wo neighboring 
regions in which the phase boundary may move, the relative source s[reng[hs are 
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fixed by the conservation condition. In the other two regions the source strengths 
may have arbitrary values. However, if the phase boundary M is at Xx or 
and the sources in layers 3 and 4 are similar, then it is probably unnecessary to 
distinguish 3 and 4. Thus a three-layer model is sufiqcient for an approximate de- 
scription of a system in which M is located at Xx, when Ax and A• are similar in 
strength (A•/p• -- A•./p•.) and A• is distinctly different, or when M is located at 
Xa and A• and Aa are distinct in strength, but Aa and As are similar (Affpa = 
Aa/pa). These cases can correspond to M located in a high-source region or a low- 
source region. 

In comparing the initial and final states of a system, it should be noted that 
the physical parameters in the regions 0 <_ x < M remain unchanged as a func- 
tion of x. However, for x _> M, the parameters will change, owing to the transla- 
tional motion of material. This applies to the source strengths A• as well as the 
conductivities. The function o(x, o•) - T•(x) -- T•(x) will contain several re- 
gions with discontinuities both in slope and in curvature due to the translation of 
the boundaries between the regions. 

For a three-layer model with M a• depth X• and for constant flux the ex- 
pression for o(x, o•) - T•(x) - T•(x) is, assuming M• < M• 

O(X, m) = T1/.(x) -- •'•1i(x) : 0 0 <_ x _< M• 

O(x, 1 OO ) = T2./.(•[• ) -- T1 i(X) = -- Z(O) •1 /•a)(x- M•) 

A•x=(1 os) +-•-- /•1 •OlK'2 - - 

O(x, o,) = T,,(x) - T2•(x) = -- J(O)(M, -- Mz) i• ••' 
A• M,• M,') - , - M,' - (M, -- 

p•A, M '• [ , -- M• • - 2(M, - M•)x] M, < x < Xa•. q- 2Kapt - - 

O(x, oo) = Taz(x) - Ta,(x) X=•, _< x _< 

O(x, o:,) = T•/(x) -- T•,(x) X•, <_ x _< X• 

where pxM• + p,(X,• - M•) - raM/ + pa(X,• - Mr) from the conservation of 
matter. The values of M• and Mt are determined from the same equation 12 as 
the one-layer model for this case. The above equations may be compared with 
equations 10 for the source-free cases. The case with sources is shown in Figure 5. 
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Constant flux at lower boundary 

• Excess temperature from 
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Fig. 5. Depth-,temperature diagram similar to Figure 4 except for a three- 
layer model with sources and constant flux at the lower boundary. The 
boundary between layers 2 and 3, X2, moves from X.o• to Xat as the phase 
boundary moves from .M• to -Mr. Note that there are discontinuities in 
0O/0x at both X.• and X2t due to the translation of the material in the 
region X > M. In addition 0•O/00f does not vanish for Mt < a: < M• and 
X t < x < X•, owing to the different source strengths in the different 

layers. Nevertheless, the curvature is small in these two regions. 

The discontinuities in o(x, oo ) due to the different conductivities in the different 
regions are apparent in Figure 5. 

3. THE DYNAMIC PROBLEM 

Forv½i•at•on. In this section we treat the formulation of the dynamic prob- 
lem in one dimension. We first exhibit the relevant equations and boundary con- 
ditions; we then reduce them to a convenient dimensionless form and introduce 
a dimensionless perturbation temperature relative to the initial steady state. These 
bransformations in themselves result in a great simplification of the problem and 
allow significant general conclusions to be drawn. 

For simplicity we consider a two-layer model with constant uniform prop- 
erties, subject to a sudden pressure pulse. The geometry of the model is shown 
below. 
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x = 0 surface 

Region 1' m, c•, K•, A•, V• --- 0; phase 1 

x ,• M(t)• 

Region 2' p•., c•., K•., A•., V•.; phase 2 

v(t) 

The surface of •he eart•h is taken as x - 0, the phase boundary is at x --. M (t), 
corresponding to a point on •he Clapeyron curve, and t•he lower boundary condi- 
tion is imposed at x - b(t), which is fixed in the mat•er in region 2. Since t•he 
coordinates are fixed in region 1, the velocity vanishes in this region. 

We assume that the two phases coexist only among the plane x - M(t); 
thus we do not consider mixtures of two phases along the Clapeyron curve.. This 
implies that• a new phase does not nucleate away •rom •he plane x - M (t). 

The heat equatfion thus becomes 

aT K• O•T A 
at - p•c--• Ox • + ' plCl 

OT OT K2 O•T 
+ v,. - Ox p•,c•. Ox 

The boundary equations become 

As 
p2C2 

0 _< x _< M(t) 

M(t) _< x _< b(t) 

(13) 

t): o 

T(b(t), t) = constant, or 

OT 

J(b(t), t) = K• •x •,•, = conslant 

(14a) 

(14b) 

aT I (14c) OT - K,. • = -Lm dM(t) 
T(M(t), t) = 5•(P) Clapeyron curve (14d) 

The Clapeyron curve 5, (P) is the integral of the Clausius Clapeyron equation 

(dS,laP) = [(1/p•) -- (1/p2)]/(S•- S•) (15) 

where P = pressure and S• = entropy per gram of phase i. 
We now assume •h•t the Clapeyron curve may be adequa[ely represented by 

•, (P) = GP - F and defining T, (x) = 5, (P(x)) we h•ve 

T•(x) = Gmgx + G • - F (16) 

where g = acceleration due •o gravity and AP = pressure pulse. The intersection 
of this curve for AP = 0 with T(x, 0) defines the initial position M(0) of [he phase 
boundary. 

Similarly, the laden[ heat of •he phase change L in (14c) is 

•;= L(&- &) (17) 
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which we take as constant. This assumption is not compatible with (15) ,if ox and 
oa are constant; however, this approximation should introduce no significant error 
unless T(M•) -- T(M•) is large. 

Conservation of mass and hea• sources requires 

V,• = [(p,• -- m)/p,•] dM/dt (18a) 
b(t) = b(O)- [(p,•- pl)/pa](M(O) -M(t)) (18b) 

A1/pl = A2/p2 (18c) 
We now introduce the dimensionless parameters, with bo - b(0) and with 

To an arbitrary temperature scaling factor. 

_ bo bo"A, vc(•) =-- Tc(x)/To, •, --=- • = ToK• ' 

The equations become 

a,• o"v + ,• o < t: < t:,• (2oa) 
Or - O• 2 - -- 

o,• o"v o,• (20b) 

subjec• •o •he boundary conditions 

,•(o, •) = o 

•/(f•(r), r) = constant, 

(21a) 

or (21b) 

0_3_• (21c) 
O• •=•,•- 

rl(•(7'), 7') = rl,(• ) aplgbo F (21d) - To •'"+ T-• 
as well as the conservation equations 

• = [(pa - p•)/pa] d•m/d• (•a) 

/S(r) = i- [(p2- pl)/p2](•(0)- •m(r)) (22b) 
K•,/p• = •/p• 

We define •he perturbation •empera•ure 0(•, •) and •he reduced Clapeyron 
curve 0•(•) •o be 
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o(•, 0 -- •(•, •) - •(•, o) 

o•(g) -- •(g) - •(•, o) 
(23) 

The reduced Clapeyron curve 0,(•) depends only on the difference between 
and v(•, 0). 

Both v(•, 0) and v(•, 7-) are continuous; hence 0(•, 7-) will be continuous. Con- 
tinuity of heat flux requires that 0•(•, 7-)/0• and 0•(•, 0)/0• have discontinuities 
at •m(7-) and •m(0), respectively. Hence 00(•, 7-)/0• will have discontinuities at 
these two points. 

From the initial condition of thermal equilibrium, it may be seen that 

0.(•, 0) K,. 0•(•, O) 
K• 0• 

=0 

(24) 

•(o, o) = o, 
ov(•, o) 

a• 

For the case •(r) _< $•(0), the problem as formulated for 0(•, r) is 

O0 

07 --- 0• 2 ; 0 __• • __• •m(0 (region 1) (25a) 

•(O __< • __< •m(O) (region 3) (25b) 

(region 2) (250 

subject to boundary conditions 
(26a) 

or (26b) 
a•(•, o) 

ao[ 

00 

or(e, o) 
+ 

•=•-•o) 05 

//--//,,,- (o) 

O(•m('7' ) 7') = Oc(•m ) aPgbo G zXP(r) ' = To • + To 
0(•, 0 +) = O, • • •m(O) 

The conservation equations (22) remain unchanged. 

•=$,•+ (o) 

F 

To 

= -C d•m. (260 dr 

; r > 0 (26d) 

•(•m, 0) (260 

(26]) 
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A comparison of the original field equations 13 with those obtained for the 
dimensionless perturbation temperature (25) shows that the equations for 9 re- 
quire the distinction of three regions, owing to the conditions 26c and 26d whereas 
the equations for T require only a distinction of two regions. 

Region 3 arises for two reasons' (1) We have subtracted •/(•, 0), which has a 
discontinuous first derivative at •,,,(0), from •/(•, •). This leads to condition 26d. 
The extra term in condition 26c arises similarly. Both are due solely to different 
conductivities in regions 1 and 2. 

(2) I-Ieat sources are redistributed, owing to the volume change at the phase 
boundary, giving rise to a source term in the heat equation in region 3. 

In spite of the complexity due to the addition of a third region with asso- 
ciated boundary conditions, it is obvious that field equations 25 are considerably 
simplified as compared with (13). There are no source terms in either regions 1 
or 2. The source term appears only as the difference a(•2 - •) in region 3, i.e., in 
the region between the initial and final position of the phase boundary. From 
this consideration for the two-layer model, it is evident that the presence of 
sources is of small importance in the dynamic equations, unless region 3 becomes 
large. As was seen in the discussion of the steady-state case, the presence of 
sources affects the initial and final positions of the phase boundary. The final 
steady-state temperature in region 3 will have a change in curvature, which will 
be small unless •2 -.•l is large and, in fact, will vanish if p2/K2 - pi/Ki, as can 
be seen from (22c). This leads to the conclusion that the distribution of sources 
is of small importance in determining the dynamics of motion and the perturba- 
tion in the temperature. 

This conclusion must be somewhat weakened for the case of multilayer or 
continuous models. Because of our choice of Eulerian coordinates for the repre- 
sentation of the problem, the source intensity must be considered as a function 
of time. The general equations corresponding to (13) for a nonuniform continuous 
medium with arbitrary time-independent sources are unchanged in the region 
(0 _< x <_ M(t)), and hence the source term will still vanish in the perturbation 
temperature formulation. In some other regions for x > M(t), there will be dif- 
ferences in source terms due to the effects of translation and the phase transition. 
It follows that the strong conclusion drawn for the model with two homogeneous 
layers must be weakened somewhat for the more realistic multi or continuous 
layer models. 

However, following the argument given for the homogeneous two-layer model, 
we still conclude that for small motions of the phase boundary, the effects of the 
source distribution on the dynamics of the systems will still be small unless the 
differences between the source strengths is large. 

Returning to the two-layer problem as formulated in (25) and (26), it is evi- 
dent that the major complexities remain. These are the nonlinear condition (26c) 
at the phase boundary and the nonlinear term for convective heat transport in 
the heat equation in regions 2 and 3. In addition, it, can be seen that the differ- 
ences in thermal properties complicate the boundary conditions. From the above 
discussion it would appear that sources should not dominate the geophysical prob- 
lem considered here. The important issue is the motion of the phase boundary, 
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which is governed by the nonlinear boundary condition 26c, and the Clapeyron 
curve. 

The gutted problem. To isolate the effect of this nonlinear boundary con- 
dition, the following simplifications were made to define the gutted problem: (1) 
sources are neglected, .ai ---- 0; (2) the thermal parameters in regions 1 and 2 are 
taken to be identical; (3) the densities of the two phases are set equal in the 
field equation and conservation equations; hence the velocity in region 2 vanishes 
and the lower boundary •(•) = •(0) = 1; and (4) the reduced Clapeyron curve 
is given by •(•) = D• - E; 0 < E <D; thus the phases are assumed to have 
different densities only in the Clausius Clapeyron equation. 

The gutted problem so defined may be summarized 

00 020 

07'-- 0• 2 0 _• • < •m, •m <•< 1, r>O (27a) 
0(0, r) = 0(1, r) = O, 

O0 O0 
__ ---- 

O(•m(O, 0 --- D•m(q') -- E, 

r •_ 0 (27b) 

C d•m (7') (27c) d• 

r>O 

0(•, O) -- 01 • •;• •m(O); 

C,D, Econstants, 0 <E < D; 

Go•gbo J(O O)bo D • -- • 
To K, To 

0(•m(0), 0) --- D•m(O) -- E 

0 <•m(0) <1, C>0 

F G •P 

E -- To To 

(27d) 

ß (270 

(27) 

c d•m __ d fo • dr dr 

O0 

o - 

oo oo oo 

//=//m + 

oo 
(28) 

integral form' Integrating equation 26a 

fo• 00 fo•' O20 f • 0•0 O0 
Using (26c), we then obtain 

L 
C= 

c•To 

In comparing (25), (26), and (27), major simplifications are evident, includ- 
ing the disappearance of region 3. These simplifications make the problem more 
susceptible to analysis and permit the identification of characteristic parameters 
of the motion. 

Some of the characteristics of the gutted problem are given in the appendix. 
It is shown (appendix 1) that, if •m (0) > E/D, then (1) E/D _< •m (r) < •,, (0), 
and (2) •m -- ElD is the only equilibrium position for •m(r). Thus the phase 
boundary is constrained to move only in the region between the initial position 
and the zero of the reduced Clapeyron curve 0c (•m) - 0, which is the final equilib- 
rium position. 

We may note here that the boundary condition (26c) can be rewritten in 
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This expression is equivalent to the requirement that. heat energy be conserved. 
The characteristic behavior of the gutted problem is shown in Figure 6. The 

initial temperature distribution 0(•, 0) is zero everywhere except at • = •m (0), 
where 0(•m(0), 0) = D•,•(0) - E and the phase transition is initiated. As the 
phase boundary moves, the temperature pulse becomes wider. The temperature 
of the phase boundary is constrained to lie on the reduced Clapeyron line of 
slope D. Because the boundary conditions require that the temperature at the 
ends be zero, the temperature • rises from the end points to a point •(•(•), •) = 
D•(•) - E on the reduced Clapeyron line and is restricted to lie below the 
reduced Clapeyron curve to the right of the phase boundary. 

The temperature at the phase boundary continually decreases until the end 
poin5 •(oo) = ElD is reached, and the perturbation temperature •(•, oo) is 
everywhere zero. As shown in appendix 1, the curvature of the perturbation tem- 
perature is always negative just behind the phase boundary. For the initial 
motion, the curvature in front of the pulse is positive and then becomes negative 
for long times. 

This problem is essentially similar to the classical Stefan problem with these 
major exceptions' the temperature at the phase boundary is no5 constant, the 
thermodynamically unstable region is finite, and the displacement of t•he phase 
boundary is bounded. 

Generalized Stefan problem. Many of the essential aspects of the gutted 
problem may be found by consideration of a modification of •Teumann's solution 
to the Stefan problem as given by Carslaw aad Jaeger [1959, chapter 11]. We 
will presen5 the solution to this problem in dimensionless form and use i5 to define 
the asymptotic behavior of the gutted problem for short times. This discussion 
will be followed by a treatment for long times. These results will then permit 
the a priori assignment of values for the dimensionless parameters that character- 
ize the problem and the dependence of the solution on these quantities. 

•øø f • • • • • i • • • ] • ; • • • • • • T(lOOkm,t) = constant •.•-Reduced Clopeyron Curve 
80 K2=Kt=O'005 / t(lO6y} = 0.0 x' = 0.0 

P2: P 1: 2.8 [ 0.092 2.59 x 10 -4 
K 2: K 4: 0.009 ,/I 0.639 1.80 x 10 -3 

6o• L: 50 cal/g • 2.51 6.51 x lO -• T • 6.67 1.88 x 10 -• • • •.• •.4o x •o-• 

77.4 2. • 8 x •0-1 

0 • , , I, , , • , , , 
0 • ' • 2• • 60 80 

Depth (km)• 
lOO 

Fig. 6. Profiles of the perturbation temperature O(x,t) at selected times for the 
gutted problem obtained by the numerical solution for model 1. Each curve is the dis- 
tribution at a specific time t or an equivalent dimensionless time •, starting with t 
-- • -- 0. At • -- 0, the temperature is zero everywhere except at M• and is rep- 
resented in the figure as an interrupted vertical line at a depth of 39 km. The peaks 
of all the profiles lie on the reduced Clapeyron curve, a portion of which has been 

omitted for clarity. G(x•) is zero everywhere. 
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Consider a supercooled liquid phase 1 (-oo < • < 8.• (0)) initially in contact 
with a solid phase 2 (8•(0) < 8 < + oo). The two phases have identical param- 
eters. Let us suppose that the initial temperature of both phases is zero and that 
the equilibrium temperature at which these two phases coexist is •,. Let C be the 
dimensionless heat liberated by the transition (1 • 2). Then the solution to the 
problem, if the liquid begins freezing at the interface 8• (0), is 

0(•, •) = (1 - erfh) i + err 2•{/m/0) ; $ • •m(•) 
0(•,9 = (1 + crfh) 1 -- erf ; • • •m(•) 

•m(9 -- •m(0) = --2k• •/a (30) 
where X is the root of the transcendental equation 

• ^• [1 - (erfk) •'] = O,/C (31) 
The function n(X) is shown in Figure 7, and it has a maximum value of I as 

1.0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
_ 

_ N ( X,1,1,1 ) -- n( X 

08- 

- • 

o• .15,2,1.18) 

05 0.6 

o• 

0 X ,•, , : 

02 

.t 

0 0.5 •.0 •.5 z.o z.5 •.0 

•i•. 7. •he ch•r•c•e•is•Jo f.•c•Jo• •(x, •, •/•, •,•) versus x for •he •ef• •obiem for 

•robiem is equ•l •o •(x, l, l, 1). •he •o curves o• •he ]eft shouid be •e•d o• •he ]e•t-h•d 
so•le, •he o•her •.•v•s o• •he H•h•-h•d s•le. •he sc•les o• bo•h sides •re 
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X -• o•. The temperature is bounded by 0 _• 0 •_ 0•, and the curvature is 

C•20f•O' •---•m(T) o o, = 
These results are a special case of the theorem given in appendix 1. The heat 
flux at the lead edge oœ the phase boundary exceeds the flux at the back edge, 
as may be seen by 

00 /0•x0 1•-erfk Ox •__•- •__•+ = 1 -- erf k > 1 
The half-width (•x/•+ - •x/•-) of the temperature perturbation as defined by 

is 

+, = 

(•1/2 ']' -- •1/2--) = [•m(0) -- •m(T)] {erf-• [« + « err k] •- erf -• [• - « erf k]} (32) 
and therefore increases in proporSion to the displacement or to •x/2. 

This problem corresponds to the gutted problem for an infinite region and 
for a constant transition temperature 0•(•) - 08. Le5 us now consider the case 
of the gutted problem with a variable temperature 0•(•m) at the phase boundary. 
For the initial motion of the phase boundary, the relative change in 0•(•m) will 
be small. Hence the motion of the phase boundary should approximately be as 
though the temperature at the phase boundary were constant, and, in particular, 
the initial singularity in d•,•/d•- exhibited by the Neumann solution must also 
characterize the gutted problem. 

If we substitute 0c(•) for 0. in equation 29 and thus interpret 0c to be an 
explicit function of • and only an implicit function of time, we obtain the function 
0 sx, which is a solution to the heat flow equation and which satisfies the condition 
0 s• (•, •) = 0, (•). Here 

0c (•m)•1 • err •• ••0)•• • • •m( T ) 0s• • [1 -- erf X(•m)] -- (33) 

= + x(2] - 
where we have defined k = •(•m) SO that equation 30 becomes 

•m(T ) -- •m(0 ) --• --2X(•m) T 1/2 (34a) 

The boundary condition 27c becomes 

1/9. 
T 

(345) 
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It should be noted that the boundary condition 27 can be numerically integrated 
directly for a given approximation 0 to the temperature field 

C d•--a• N 00 

Boundary condition 34b may be rewritten in the form 

n(X) _ 0•(•m) •1 __ dlogh • c d - (35) 
It is eviden• that (33) and (35) are no• exact solutions to the generalized 

S•efan problem and that a particular functional form for the •empemture field is 
assumed. Nonetheless, they satisfy the field equations and obey the constraint 
0•(•) = O sa(•, •) and have the characteristic singularity of the simple Stefan 
problem. It therefore appears useful to apply this general Stefan4ype approxima- 
tion (SA) •o the gu•ted problem. This functional form must be valid in the neighbor- 
hood of ß = 0 because of the singularity that obtains at this •ime. If [(d log 
[d log (•(0) -- •)][ << 1, •hen the time deriwtive of k is negligible compared wi•h 
d•/d•, and we may obtain the roots •(•) from the simple equation n(k) = 0• (•)/C. 
Within the scheme of the SA an estimate of the error, resulting from neglecting 
the term (d log h)/[d log (•(0) -- •)], may be obtained by evaluating this from 
the expression 

d log X • (• -- •m(O))D 

When •his •crm is neglected we define the general Stefan approximation •o be of 
type I (SA1). 

From physical consideraSions, it would appear •ha5 the approximation SA1 
does no• take in•o accoun5 the redistribution of heat behind 5he phase boundary. 
That is, •he •empcra•ure behind 5he phase boundary is always less than 
in 5he SA1 approximation. This suggests 5hat the instantaneous velocity calculated 
from SA1 is too grcaS. 

Another estimate of •he soluSion •ha• will •end to compensate for 5his cffcc5 
is •o include •he apparen5 excess hea• behind •he phase boundary D[•(0) - 
•(•) ] wish 5he la•en• hea5 C. This yields a second S•cfan approximation SA2, 
where the expression for the •empcra•ure remains unchanged bus C is replaced 
by C + D [• (0) -- • (•) ] in 5he characteristic equation 35. 

Termination o• Stefan-like behavior. From •he equation 

given in appendix 1, i• is eviden• that a• a •ime r* and position •*, when (00/05) 
= D, there is an inflection poin• at •.,- at •he phase boundary, and the cu•ature 
changes sign from positive •o negative. This is a fundamental change in the nature 
of O(x, r); it cannot happen in the Stefan approximation and is proof that the 
solution is not exact. This condition when applied to the S•efan problem thus gives 
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a criterion for the change from behavior predicted by the Stefan approximation 
to a behavior where (020/0• 2) < 0 over the major part of the space. 

Inserting O sA into the above expression, we obtain an estimate •* of the time 
r* when the curvature of O changes sign and when the Stefan approximation would 
deviate from the correct solution. Thus 

00 
--D= O•(•,,,*)e -X*' 

(1 - err k*) (,r) •/•'(q*) •/•' 

or 

and 

(D•m(O) - E) 

Dl•r•/•(1 - err k*)e TM q- 2k*} 
(Dr/m(0) -- E) 

Dp(k*) 
(36) 

where 

• •m(•*) ---- •m(0 ) -- 
2k(D•m(0) -- E) 

D{(•r)'/2(1 - err X*)e TM + 2X*} 

2k*(D•m(0) -- E) 
•m(0) -- p(X*) D 

p(X) ---- (•r)•/2(1 -- err X)e x' q- 2X. 

(37) 

(38) 

The value of X* to be used in (36) and (37) is determined from the characteristic 
equation for SA1 

h•(X*) --n(X*) q- X*2(erf X* q- 1) = D•m(O) -E c (39) 

or for SA2 

h•.(X*) n(X*) q- X*•(erf X* q- 1) -- 1 -X*•'(erf X* + 1) 
D•m(O) - E 

(40) 

The values of X* and (r*) '/2 for case 1 are less than the respective values for SA2. 
It would appear that the estimates of r* and •m* -- •m(r*) determine the end of 
the Stefan behavior in terms of the constants of the problem. Graphs of the func- 
tions of he(X) and p(X) are presented in Figure 8. In terms of the dimensional 
parameters of the system, the termination of the Stefan behavior is therefore given 
by 

h,(X*) = {Gp•g - [J(0, O)/K•I}M(O) q- GAP - F 
L/c• 

\K,/ p(X*) 

M(O) - M(t*) - 2X*(•*)•/•bo = 2X* 
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Fig. 8. The functions p(X), hx(X), ha(X) versus X. The value of Xi* is determined from hi(X?) : 
(1/C)[D•m(O) -- E]. •* is then determined by m?•n = [•m(0) - E/D]/p(Xi*). hE is read on the 

on the left-hand scale and p on the right-hand scale. 

Long-time behavior. In the previous section the effects of the boundaries 
at • = 0 and • = I were neglected. At times when these are important, the SA 
type of treatment is clearly not applicable. The boundaries will be significant 
when the energy liberated at the moving phase boundary has diffused over the 
entire region and caused the temperature field to rise uniformly from the exterior 
boundaries to the phase boundary, rather than in the type of sharply peaked 
temperature distribution that characterizes the initial motion. 

An estimate for the long-time behavior of • (•) can be obtained by approxi- 
mating the temperature 0(8, •) with a quasi-steady-state distribution (QSSA) 

(O•(,)_ -_E./(1 _ •) 

o _< g _< 

/j•(r) <_ /j _< 1 

(42) 

Inspection of Figure 6, showing the temperature distribution for the gutted 
problem, indicates the essential validity of this approximation for sufficiently 
long times. Substituting O ss into the integral form of the boundary condition 28 
yields 

c - D - E/D) 
d7' 2 d7' •m(1 -- •m) 

The firs• •erm on •he right-hand side of •his equation is due •o •he change in •em- 
pera•ure of •he phase •ransifion and the resulting change in •he •otal distribution. 
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The second •erm corresponds 6o •he hea• flux ou6 of •he region a• •he boundaries. 
If we had used •he differential form of •he boundary condition (27c), we would 
have neglected •he firs• 6erm. 

For 6he long times under consideration, 0•0/0• • = (00/0•) < O, whereas for 
•he approximation used 0•Oss/0•"= OOss/O• = 0. Thus we have under-estimated 
•he magni6ude of 00/0• • •he boundaries. The effec6 of 0•0/0• •in •he in6egral 
should be very small. Hence we expec• •ha• •he approximation O ss will under- 
es•a•e •he velocity of •he phase boundary. 

If, as • •ppro•ches E/D, [1/(• - E/D)] (d•/d•) • -1/• = constant, it 
follows that •he asymptotic behavior is exponential. From • s s we obtain 

• -- ElD • cons•n• exp [(C/D) + •)(E/D)(1 - (E/D)] 
We expect •ha• •he long4erm behavior for the gutted problem will exhibit •his 
functional form. This can be characterized by the dimensionless relaxation time 

•, • • = [(C/D) q- «)(E/D)(1 - (E/D)] (44) 

In •his time the distance of •he phase boundary from i•s final position will reduce 
by a factor 1/e. 

For C = 0, the movement will be con•rolled by •he decay of •he •empera•ure 
distribution alone. This may be compared with the long-term relaxation of a 
slab of u•t •hickness Mth zero surface temperature and constant initial •empera- 
ture which has a dimensionless relaxation time 1/• •. The analogous form of •he 
gutted problem is •he symmetrical case ElD = •, which yields y, = }. The dif- 
ference of these two values is an indication of the accuracy of the quasi-s•eady- 
sta•e temperature approximation used. 

In terms of the geophysical parameters 

•l = plCl 'b0 (J(0 0)/K1)] + • M,[bo -- M,] (45) Kx [Gp•g - , 

T•king the v•lues of the p•mme•ers K•/p•c: 0.01 cm•/sec, bo • 100 kin, M•: 
30 km, L/c• = 75•C, we see that the l•tent he•t wi• not dominate unless Gong - 
(J(0, 0)/K•) • 1.5•C/•; •hus, neglecting the l•ent he•, • = 33 X 10 • years. 
This is •pproxim•tely the thermal relaxation time for the sl•b between x • 0 
•nd x = 30 •, •nd it therefore •ppe•rs that the long4erm effects for c•ses of 
this type •re little influenced by the thermodynamic p•mmeters. 

The bime •5 which •he mo•ion of the phase boundary becomes exponenSial 
is defined •s •:'. This will be •pproxima•ely •he •ime • which •he temperature 
distribution becomes essentially linear. We may estimate 5his time • M•er which 
the long-•erm behavior predicted by •he QSSA will apply by considering •he 
limiting c•se of a slab wi•h ends at zero •empera•ure which was iniSally •t • 
consign5 •emperature. The linear behavior will dominate when •ll bu• the le•d 
5ime-dependen5 •erms in •he Fourier representation of 5he solution are negligible 
[Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, p. 100]. This will certainly be •he case for •(1 - 
•)• • 2 for which 5he deviation from a linear distribution is less •han 10%. 
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= - ' 06) 
For times approaching r •, the QSSA should be a very good approximation. We 
have assumed above that the phase boundary is closer to • = 0 than to • - 1. 
If this is not the case, then the above expression for r• should be modified 
accordingly. 

If the phase boundary is far enough removed from the boundaries of the 
region, so that we may regard i5 as infinite, we can obtain an estimate of the 
limiting behavior as •,• approaches E/D from the Stefan approximation. 

For small values of X, n(X) • (•/•/2) X. Then X = (2/• •/•) (D/C) [• - 
(E/D)] and d•/dr = -X/C/• = (-2/•/•) (D/C) (•,• - E/D)r -•/•. Hence 

• - E/D • cons•an• exp [-½/•/•)(D/C)//•1 07) 

This t•e of long-term behavior may be of significance for a phase change deep 
in a planetary interior, for instance. 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Since exact analytic solutions to the problems defined in the last section have 
no5 been found, the problems were solved numerically. An implicit method using 
standard finite difference equations was used in an iterative scheme to determine 
the motion of the phase boundary (appendix 2). The solution obtained was stable 
with respect to changes in the space and time steps. The method was also used 
to solve the Stefan problem for short times. 

The numerical solutions to the gutted problem and the Stefan problem were 
obtained using both the integral and differential forms of the boundary condi- 
tions. The solutions by either of the two methods were in satisfactory agreement 
for both cases, indicating that no serious errors were accumulated in the partial 
derivatives near the phase boundary. 

The solutions so obtained enabled us to determine the validity of the approxi- 
mations to the gutted problem, to identify the more important parameters, and 
to extend the approximations to more complex cases. 

The parameters of the models for which numerical solutions have been 
obtained are given in Tables I and 2. The models generally increase successively 
in complexity in order to illustrate the dependence of the solution on the param- 
eters of the model. 

In general these models have been constructed to represent some specific 
aspects of the problem in a reasonable manner; they are no5 intended to be taken 
as realistic representations of the complete geophysical problem. Thus, the 
parameters used are usually in the range of geophysical interest, although their 
exact values may have been chosen to facilitate comparisons among different 
models. 

In discussing the numerical results we will compare the temperature distri- 
bution, position of the phase boundary, and the various parameters r •, r•'•, •, 
•m(•), etc., with the estimates obtained from the approximate theory given in 
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TABLE 2. Dimensionless Parameters Describing Models 

Model b, km To, øC* C D E •m(0) •m(•) 7• t/•, 106 yr 

i 100 1000 

2 100 1000 

3 100 1000 

4 100 1000 

5 100 1000 

6 200 2000 

7 100 1000 

8 100 1000 

9 100 1000 

10 100 1000 

11 100 1000 

12 100' 1000 

13 100' 1000 

14 100 1000 

15 100 1000 

16 100 1000 

17 100 1000 

18-20 100 1000 

0.250 

0. 075 

0. 075 

0. 075 

0. 075 

0. 0375 

0.150 

0. 075 

0.075 

0.075 

0 075 

0 075 

0 075 

0 075 

0 075 

0 O75 

0 075 

0 075 

0.8193 

0 8193 

0 8193 

0 8193 

0 8193 

0 8193 

0 8193 

0 4096 

0 8193 

0 8193 

0 8193 

0 8193 

0 8193 

1.6755 

1.6755 

0.8193 

0.245 

0.245 

0.245 

0.245 

0.245 

0.1225 

0.245 

0.100 

0.245 

0.245 

0.245 

0 245 

0 245 

0 092 

0 095 

0 583 

0 583 

0 

0.3906 

0.3906 

0.3906 

0.3906 

0.3906 

0.1953 

0.3906 

0 3906 

0 3906 

0 3906 

0 3906 

0 3906 

0 3906 

0 3906 

0 3925 

0 3925 

0 3925 

a.l[ o.a9oo 

0.2991 

0.2991 

0 2991 

0 2991 

0 3238 

0 1573 

0 3238 

0 3047 

0 3238 

0 3268 

0 3268 

0 3335 

0 3454 

0 3244 

0 3550 

0 3550 

0 3507 

1.24 355 

1.24 355 

1.24 355 

1.24 355 

1.24 355 

1.24 1420 

1.24 355. 

1.24 355 

1.24 355 

1.24 355 

1.24 355 

1.24 355 

1.24 355 

• 355 
õ 355 

1.063 355 

0.384 355 

1.24 355 

* These values for To have been arbitrarily chosen to make comparison between different 
models easier. To is not necessarily the temperature at the lower boundary. 

t Note, however, that the lower boundary condition was fixed at x •- 95 km. The discrepancy 
is due to the sediments on the surface. 

$ Compare model 11, which is a no-source approximation for this model. 
õ Compare models 16 and 17, which are no-source approximations for this model. 
]] E(0), since E is time dependent. 
ô Not determined, since E is time dependent. 

section 3. It will be seen that the Stefan and long time approximations are 
extremely successful. In the subsequent discussion the approximate theory will 
be extended to apply to more complicated cases as they arise. 

Gutted problem. We will first consider the numerical results t•or the most 
elementary cases that correspond to the gutted problem. Models 1 and 2 are 
examples ot• the gutted problem, and model 3 is a slight variation of it. 

As we are neglecting sources in these cases, it is necessary to neglect the heat 
that would be produced by them. For this reason the artifically low value ot• 
0.62 pcal./crn 2 sec is used for the surface heat flux J(0, 0). A Clapeyron curve was 
chosen which is compatible with the results of Ringwood and Green [1964]. This 
yields a depth for the phase boundary that is near that of the continental Moho. 
The initial temperature distribution and Clapeyron curve for models 1, 2, and 3 
may be seen in Figure 9a. Some results for model 3 which illustrate the nature 
of the temperature distribution are presented in Figure 9b, which shows the actual 
temperature and perturbation temperature after the motion has gone 60% of the 
total possible displacement. The shape of the perturbation temperature © illus- 
trates the 'short time' behavior discussed in the section on the gutted problem. 
Its similarity with the form for the generalized Stefan problem is evident. The 
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Fig. 9a. Initial and final temperature distribution and Clapeyron 
curves for models 1, 2, and 3. For constant temperature at the 

lower boundary, the problem reduces to the gutted problem. 
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general effect of this phase transition is to generate a narrow region of anoma- 
lously high temperature. 

The development of the temperature distribution with time for model 1 is 
shown in Figure 6. The initial sharp peak decreases in height and becomes 
broader with time until it is limited by the effects of the boundaries. The illus- 
tration shows segments of the reduced Clapeyron curve. This line passes through 
the points of the temperature profile where there is a discontinuity in the slope. 
The singularity in the initial temperature is shown by the interrupted vertical 
line. 

800 

600 

T(øO) 
400 -- 

200 -- 

t:07 x406y 
- M(t)=33 58 km -- 

M i - M(t)=5 48 km 
_ _ 

=60%of total •z.._...T (x,t) 
movement 

-- d(100 km, t) :constant -- 
L:t5 cal/gm 

x,t) -T(x,o) 

4O 6O 8O 

Depth (km)---,- 

40 

o(oc) 

-to 

o 
1oo 

Fig. 9b. Typical temperature distribution for model 3 at a time 
• after the pressure pulse was kpplied, showing the relation 
between the temperature T(x,t), the initial temperature T(x, 0), 
the final Clapeyron curve, and the perturbation temperature 

e(x,t). 
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Fig. 10. Profiles of the perturbation temperature comparing the 
Stefan approximation (SA1) and the numerical solution for 
model 1 at the same time, for two different times. The solid 
curves show the numerical solution; the separate points indicate 

the Stefan approximation. 

A comparison of the shapes of the temperature profile for the gutted problem 
and the Stefan approximation SA1 at two different times may be seen in Figure 
10. The agreement for • = 2.6 x 10 -4 is remarkably good. Since for this model 
(l/C) [D•m(0) - E] - 0.3, the initial value of X and the initial velocity are not 
too great, and we would not excep• the Stefan approximation to be in serious 
error. The agreement for • - 3.6 x 10 -3 is not so good as in the previous case, 
primarily because there is a slight error in the time dependence of the location 
of the phase boundary using the Stefan approximation. With this error taken 
into consideration, the agreement may be regarded as very satisfactory. 

The position of the phase boundary with time is shown in Figure 11. This 
figure shows two curves: (1) the logarithm of the displacement from the initial 
position versus the logarithm of time in order to illustrate the behavior for times 
when the position of the boundary changes rapidly; and (2) the logarithm of the 
distance of the boundary from its final position in order to illustrate the behavior 
when the position changes slowly with time. 

Examination of the first curve shows that the slope [d log (•m (0) - • (•)) ]/ 
(d log •) is initially slightly greater than % and decreases smoothly as time 
increases, until it equals zero when the phase boundary attains its equilibrium 
position. In spite of the changing slope, the departure of the curve from a straight 
line of slope - % is quite small for the first 20-25• of the motion. 

Several points for the Stefan approximation are shown, and it may be seen 
that the agreement between the numerical solution and the approximation is 
satisfactory. The point (•*, •*) at which the Stefan behavior begins to break 
down is shown as well. The Stefan approximation remains good well beyond this 
point even though the criterion that determines equation 36 is violated. Thus 
the change in curvature of the temperature distribution at this time is a subtle 
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Fig. 11. Model 1. The curve on the right shows the nature of the initial motion of the 
phase boundary as shown by a plot of log (•,•(0) - •,•(•)) versus log •. Selected points 
for the Stefan approximations are indicated. These include (•,•(y•*), y•*) as calculated 
from the Stefan approximation. The curve on the left shows the nature of the long- 
term motion as shown by a plot of log (•,•(•) - •,•(oo)) versus •. Note that the two 
curves are separated by the heavy diagonal line with tick marks and have different scales. 

criterion and does no• appear •o have a serious influence on the solution. This 
may be confirmed by examination of Figure 6, where the general shape of Lhe 
ternperabure profile is the same after • (• = 6.51 x 10 -•) as before (• = 1.80 x 
10-•). It would thus appear tha• •he approximation SA1 continues to be accurate 
until •he effects of •he boundaries of •he region significantly interfere. 

The above comparison between the numerical results and •he Stefan approxi- 
marion indicates that •he criterion a• •'• provides a very st, rict lirni• to the cessa- 
tion of S•efan behavior and should be generally applicable in predicting •he range 
of application of the Stefan approximation. 

The preceding discussion was concerned wi•h •he motion of the phase 
boundary for •imes such •ha• •he boundaries of •he region were no• fell The 
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mo6ion of 6he phase boundary for long 6lines is bes6 shown by the curve on •he 
lef• of Figure 11, which shows •he logarithm of •he dis6ance of •he phase boundary 
from i6s final posi6ion plo6•ed agains6 •ime. The curve is linear for long 6lines in 
agreemen6 wi•h 6he exponential behavior predicted by 6he quasi-s•eady-st•ate 
approximation (•SSA); the departure from lineari•y is due •o •he nonapplicabi- 
lity of the quasi-s•eady-s6a•e approximation. This may be confirmed by exami- 
nation of 6he temperature profiles for • < 0.02. The logarithmic derivative (d/d•) 
as r--) •, d[log (• - E/D)]./dr = 1/r• for model 1 is given in Table 3 and may 
be compared with that calculated from QSSA, also in Table 3. The agreement 
between the actual and •heore•ical values is quite satisfactory considering the 
simplicity of the theoretical model. 

An estimate of the time r •'• when the QSSA is dominant was here defined 
for the numerical solution when the logarithmic slope 

1 
(•m(T) -- •m(02) )) aT 

last departed by 20% from the asympt•otie value as r--• m. The comparison of 
the theoretical and numerical values may be seen in Table 3. 

In model 1 we have considered a case in which the term d(log X)/d[log(• (0) 
- •)] in (35), which is neglected in [.he SA1 approximation, has not been very 
large. We nex• consider the limitAng case (l/C) [Dl•m(O) -- E] -- 1.0 in model 2. 
This corresponds to the maximum pressure pulse which can be applied withou• 
overdriving the system and for which in •he corresponding Stefan case X(•=(0)) 

A representative example of the temperature distribution may be seen in 
Figure 9b. The peak is not as pointed as i• would be for model 1, which may 
be attributed to the more rapid motion of the phase boundary for •his ease. 
Nevertheless, [he general shape of the curve is similar t•o that for model 1. 

The location of the phase boundary with time may be seen in Figure 12, 
which is analogous to Figure 11 for model 1. The general shape of the curves are, 
of course, similar for the •wo cases. 

This model provides a more severe [es• for •he Stefan approximation 
because of the singularity in X. Comparison of SA1 with the numerical results 
for times significantly after r = 0 indicates [ha• i• is a fairly reasonable approxi- 
mation to the temperature field. A comparison bet. ween the positions of •he phase 
boundary calculated from the Stefan approximation (SA1 and SA2) and the 
numerical results are also shown in Figure 12. 

I• may be seen [ha• for the initial mo•ion (• (0) - &• (r)) • 0.01, X >• 1.5), 
the position of the phase boundary as calculated from either SA1 or SA2, over- 
estimates the displacement. Both Stefan approximations are intrinsically unsatis- 
factory because their error lies primarily in approximatAng the temperature field. 
Exact integration of equation 34b would resul• in an even greater motion of •he 
phase boundary for shor• times. This is undoubtedly because the mo•ion of 
phase boundary is so rapid that i• is controlled [o a large exten• by the decay 
of the former temperature peak. For shor• times, SA2 is the better approximation 
for this case because i• includes some of •he effects of •he redistribution of hea•. 
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Fig. 12. Model 2. Log-log and semi-log plots showing the nature of motions of the 
phase boundary for model 2. See Figure 11. The only difference between models 

I and 2 is the values of the latent heat. 

Nevertheless, it too will be in error as • -> 0, because implicit in the Stefan 
approximation is the assumption that the instantaneous temperature distribution 
is not influenced by the change in temperature at the phase boundary. However, 
for very short times the effect of the change in temperature at the phase boundary 
becomes large, and the neglect of this effect results in noticeable error. Never- 
theless, for • • 10 -ø, the Stefan approximation is reasonably good. For •m(0) - 
•m(•) • 0.015, SA1 is the better approximation, never departing from the actual 
solution by greater than 0.005 in •, and remaining close to the actual solution for 
the latter two-thirds of the motion. The point (•m*, •*) is also shown, and, as 
was the case for model 1, the Stefan approximation remains good well beyond 
this point. 

The long-term behavior, represented by the linear portion of the curve on the 
left of Figure 11, begins at nearly the same time for model 2 as for model 1; it 
obtains for a smaller fraction of the total displacement, however, owing to the 
faster motion of the phase boundary. Owing to the relatively small latent heat 
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in model 2, the long-term decay is controlled almost completely by the decay of 
the temperature distribution. In model I on the other hand, the latent heat was 
sufticient to affect the long-term behavior, as may be seen by the smaller logarithmic 
derivative 1/r• as given in Table 3. For either model the agreement between r• and 
½• is satisfactory. 

We have seen that the motion of the phase boundary may be quite accurately 
predicted for short times and for long times. However, between the time before 
which the boundaries of the region are not felt and the time beyond which the 
boundaries are completely felt is usually a period of transition between these two 
types of behavior. The duration in time or the length of this transition region will 
depend on all the parameters of the problem, and predicting the motion of the 
boundary in this region may be a difticulty. Nevertheless, the curves in Figures 
11 and 12 in this region are smoothly varying, and one might expect to reasonably 
approximate the curves by continuing the Stefan approximation and then utilizing 
the exponential behavior for the long-term behavior. 

Model 3 is identical to model 2, except that {•he lower boundary condition 
(27b) 0(1, r) - 0 is replaced by 

00 
=0 

0• •=• 

Thus the shor•-term behavior is identical to that oœ model 2, and the only 
difference is in the long4erm behavior. 

A typical temperature curve is shown in Figure 9b, and, since {he effect of 
the lower boundary is not yet apparent, this curve applies equally to either model 
2 or 3. The motion of the phase boundary is not shown, as i• differs from tha• for 
model 2 only for long times. 

We may construct a quasi-steady-state solution for this case in the same 
manner as was done for the constant temperature boundary condition. 

= o 5 5 
tDSm--E; •m•• I 

Insertion of Oss into (28) yields 

(•m - E/D) dr E C 1E 

The relaxation time for 

00 
=0 

1 
: as •m•E/D 

is considerably larger than for the gutted problem for 0(1, r) - 0, as can be seen 
by comparison with equation 44. 

The approximate (½z) and actual (r•) relaxation times for case 3 are given 
in Table 3. The agreement is satisfactory. 
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The time r • after which logarithmic behavior should certainly obtain may 
be estimated in a manner analogous to that used for models 1 and 2. This yields 
r • • [6(1 - E/D)2]./vr 2. As may be seen from the theoretical and actual values 
for r •' in Table 3, the agreement is satisfactory. 

The comparisons of the results obtained by the numerical solution of the 
gutted problem with those obtained from elementary physical considerations 
show them to be in reasonable agreement, and we conclude that the essential 
behavior of the generalized Stefan problem for regions with matched thermal 
constants is well understood. It may be noted that the important parameters are 
the ratios C/D and E,/D -- •,,(oo). C and E are the dimensionless latent heat 
and zero intercept of the Clapeyron curve and may be estimated fairly well for 
realistic models. The parameter D is the difference between the Clapeyron slope 
and initial temperature gradient and is probably one of the more uncertain and 
critical parameters to be estimated in constructing realistic geophysical models. 

Unmatched thermal constants. We now turn to cases in which the thermal 
conductivities of the two phases differ. Differences in thermal conductivities 
cause the initial and final temperature distribution to differ, and they generate 
a long-term transient in the. temperature distribution for the whole region, as was 
discussed in the section on the static problem. The relevant equations for the 
dynamic problem are (25) and (26) in which we will neglect convective heat 
transport; (r = 0) and sources (.a ---- 0). The initial dimensionless steady-state 
temperature distribution will be 

0 ._• • __• •m(0) 

•m(0) • • • 1 

where K2,/2 - K•,/• and 82 ---- &• (0) (,/• - ,/,•) by (24). (For T.o - (J (0', 0)/K•)bo, 
7• - 1. However, since To could be chosen otherwise, we shall continue to use 7•.) 

The form of the Stefan problem for the case in which the two phases have 
different thermal properties is 

0(5, r) = (1 -- erfh) 1 q- erf 

- -- - ¾7• 0(5, r) = [1 + err (x/al/=)] i -- err k. 2(at) 

where i is the root of 

N(X, o•, K2/K1 1)= Mrl/'{• xp (--X2) ' ' -- erfX exp [- 0,2/a) ] _ 0s -4- K1o•1K/•[1 -4- erf (),/a ] C 
The function N(X, a, K2/K•, 1) is a special case of (54) and is shown in Figure 
7 for the values of the arguments used in this paper. The symbol N used for this 
function is in honor of Franz Neumann who first presented the solution to this 
type of problem [Neumann, 1860]. With this solution we may thus construe[ 
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Stefan approximations as in the case of •he gutted problem by substituting •(8•) 
for • and by regarding • as a funct, ion of 8•. The Stefan approximation for the case 
with unmatched thermal const, ants does not have a discontinuity in the gradien• 
a• 8•(0); hence i• does no• satisfy equation 2Od. If Ka = K• or •(8, 0)/• = 0, 
this Stefan approximation will satisfy the field equations and boundary conditions 
in the same way tha• i• did for the gutted problem. 

Because of the fact that. the thermal constants of the two phases differ, 
equations 25 and 20 are rather complicated in comparison with the gu•ted 
problem. These complications arise because •he temperature has a discontinuous 
gradient a• certain points. In the definition of •(•, •) • •(8, •) - •(•, 0) we have 
subt.racted •(8, 0), which has a discontinuous gradien• a• •(0), from •(•, •), 
which has a discontinuous gradien• a• •(•). Hence discontinuities in •/• will 
exis• at •(•) and &•(0). Excep• a• these two points, •/• will be continuous 
everywhere, as can be seen in Figure 13a. The resultan• perturbation temperature 
distribution is thus quite different than that for the three previous cases, and the 
final distribution, •(•, •), is not identically zero eve•where. The equation for 
d•/d• now includes the term [1 - (K2/K•)] [0•(•, 0)/0•], and at the initial 
position of the phase boundary, equation 26d applies. The term 

in (2Oc) is a constant and therefore does not dominate the behavior near the 
sin•larity in d•m/dr. The initial behavior in all regions will therefore be like 
the initial behavior of the gutted problem. If K2 > K•, the term 

•=•,•-(r) 

I I I •1 •/ I I I I t:2x•O6y 
80o - M{t):33.68 km 

_ M•-M(t):5.38 km •,• 
600 -- 

T('c) •(•') , , •(•'ø)•øø- "•-•/i ', - 
i i 

- Mi - 

2OO 

0 20 40 60 

Depth (krn) -•> 

5O 

e(oc) 
30 

--20 

--{0 

Fig. 13a. Model 4 and model 5 with conductivity difference (K2 
% K•). Initial temperature and temperature after 2 X 10 ø years. 
The two models are indistinguishable at this time. The lower 
curve shows 0(x, t) at the same time. Note the discontinuities in 

O0/Ox at x -- M• and x -- M (t). 
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is negative and acts like a heat source; thus it tends to decrease the magnitude of 
the velocity of the phase boundary. The additional term in (26d) has the same 
magnitude but is of different sign, and it acts like a sink at the boundary •m (0). 
If we attempt to extend the Stefan approximation to treat this case, the natural 
extension would be to replace C in equation 26c by 

C + • -- 1 -- •=•,,,(•) 2X2 
which is analogous to SA2. We shall not use this, however, 
discussion. 

We may estimate the time r* at which the term 

in the ensuing 

,•=,•- (o) 

in equation 26d has a significant effect on the temperature. This will certainly 
be the. case when the flux from the Stefan approximation is equal to the jump in 
flux at the boundary •m (0): 

K2 dos^ 
K• O• 

This yields, using SA1 

where 

(r,)•/2 = •(0) -- E/D (48) 
q,(X, a, aT/D) 

ql(k, c•, aT/D) = [1 q- erf (X/a•/2)]•r•/2a•/2(a'y/D) q- 2X; 
and X is the root of 

q•(X, a, aT/D, K•/K,) = [D•,,(0) - E]/C 
where 

N(X, a, K•/K•, 1)ql(X, a, AT/D) 
• • 1/2 1/2 1/2 

For small enough X we may approximate q• by 

q(X, ,, a.//D) + + - 

For the parameters used in this paper, the error incurred in using this 
approximation is less than 2.5%. The function q2 is shown in Figure 14 for values 
of the arguments used in this paper. 

As has been seen in Figures 2 and 3, the heat due to the difference between 
the initial and final temperature distributions may be quite significant. Itcnee we 
may expect that the redistribution of this heat will be a major feature of the 
problem and will govern the motion of the phase boundary when the singularity 
is no longer dominant and possibly before the effect of the lower boundary 
becomes evident. We may estimate the time r** beyond which this will be the 
ease by equating the transport of heat away from the phase boundary for the 
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Stefan approximation with the effective flux source 

• •'• ,E = E,.,,,- (r) 
a• the phase boundary. This corresponds to the velocity oœ the phase boundary 
being zero iœ the temperature distribution in the neighborhood of the phase 
boundary is given by the Steœan approximation. Although this value of •tt will 
correspond to a value of •m(• ti) œrom the Stei•an approximation, which will be 
physically realizable, we should not expect either the Steœan approximation t•or 
•m or t• to be a good approximation to the actual values at this time. This criterion 
yields, using SA1 

where X is the root oœ 

q•(X, a, /W/D, K2!K1) 

(r**) •/2= (K•/K2)(CX/A•) (49) 

---- N(k, K2/K1, o•, 1) + (K12D/K2 A•)X 2 = [D•(0) -- E]/C 
This function is shown in Figure 14. 

Since the final temperature distribution and location of the phase boundary 
depend strongly on the lower boundary condition, numerical solutions were first 
obtained for two cases' constant flux (model 4) and constant temperature (model 
5) at the lower boundary, which was fixed at 100-km depth. In both models K2 
= 2K1. 

The temperature distributions for model zi at selected times are shown in 
Figure 13b. For extremely short times these are almost identical to those of the 
gutted problem. The discontinuity in 
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Fig. 13b. Model 4. Perturbation temperature at selected times t•or the 
case with constant flux at the lower boundary. The initial pulse develops 
similarly to that in Figure 6 but is changed later by the development 
the discontinuity in 8e/Sx at M(0) -- 39 km. Note the long-term transient 

and final steady state. 
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is apparen5 at • -- 6 X 10 -4 in the third temperature profile. This may be com- 
pared with the estimate for ½ of 3 x 10 -4 in Table 3. The position of the phase 
boundary may also be compared. The value for •*.t is also given in Table 3. By 
this time the discontinuities in the temperature distribution are well developed, 
and the incipient behavior of the long-term motion has begun to manifest itself. 
The effect of the discontinuity on the temperature may be seen in the last five 
temperature profiles, in which the long-term transient obviously dominates. 
Through profile 4 the temperature everywhere exceeds the initial steady state; 
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Fig. 14. Graphs of the functions q2 and qs for selected values 
of the arguments. These functions define (•?)•/2 and (•??)•/2, 
x?? and x?. x?? is the root of q• (X??, a, ,iv/D, K2/K•) -- 
(D•(0) -- E)/C and (•??)•/• -- CXK•/K• ,iv. X? is the root of 
q• (x?, a, ,ix/D, K2/K•) -- (D•(0) -- E)/C and (•?)•/* = 

(•(0) -- E/D)/q• (Xt, a, AX/D) (see text for q•). 
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subsequent, to this time (~r**) the temperature for part of the region is less than 
the initial state and greater than the final state. 

The motion of the phase boundary for model 4 is shown in Figure 15a. Com- 
parison of the numerical results shows that the motion is nearly identical with 
that of the gutted problem for r < r•*. The departure after that time is apparently 
due .to the influence of the discontinuity in 

00 

and the dominance of the long-term transient for r 
It should be pointed out that in models 1, 2, and 3, the Stefan approximation, 

where applicable, appears to be nearly an exact solution. For model 4, while the 
Stefan approximation appears to be a reasonable one, it is not an accurate 
representation for 0 for sizeable displacements, as can be seen from the estimate 
for •m(r ?) and •m(r??). 

The long-term motion may be estimated in a manner analogous to that used 
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Fig. 15a. Models 4 and 5. The position of 
the phase boundary versus times, comparing 
the effects of constant flux or constant tem- 

perature at the lower boundary (c.f. Figure 
13b, c). Note that the curves for different 
values of N correspond to different time 

scales. 
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Fig. 15b. Models 5 and 6, illustrating the 
effect of the depth at which the lower 
boundary condition is applied. Note that 
the long-term motion for model 6 is inter- 

mediate to those of models 4 and 5. 
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in the previous cases. For a case with constant flux at the lower boundary, this 
yields a relaxation time 

E I__ • E I• •1_1 I •l• •1 • •1 •2 ( • •• •• • 1-- •--- 1 • 1 -- (50) 

which is given in T•ble 3. As e•n be seen in Fibre 15a, •here is • very prominen• 
long-•erm •r•n•ien•, •s would be expected •rom •he •e•dy-•t•e discussion •nd 
•he magnitude o• •t •or •his 

The time •*•', •er which •he •bove long4erm behavior should obtain, is 
given by 

e** = 2(1 -- E/D)"/a• -2 (51) 
which is analogous to equation 46. This is given in Table 3. 

We now consider model 5, which is identical to model 4, except tha5 the lower 
boundary condition is taken as constan5 temperature rather'•han as constant 
flux at the lower boundary. 

The governing equations for case 5 are, of course, identical to those of case 
4, excep5 for the change in the lower boundary condition. Hence, the same criteria 
for the breakdown of Stefan behavior at • - •* and • - •** apply, and the only 
difference between the two cases occurs for long-Serm behavior governed by the 
lower boundary condition. 

The final equilibrium position of the phase boundary for this case is given 
by the root of 

(D+'y1) 'Y('•--1)•+ [D+'y1 'Y l rl (1, O ) - 'Y('• -1) E ! • ,,, - E = 0 (52) 
Thus for this case •Y1 • •2 (Or K1 • K•), •m(Cø) will not be E/D, •s in the previous 
cases. For •his reason the Stefan approximation is not internally consistent in 
th• •m • may be less th•n •m(•ø ). The formal equations of the Stefan approxima- 
tion which are used for estimates of •*, •.*t may be subjec• to more error than in the 
previous c•ses, and •ms•(•'**) may lie outside of the accessible region for 5m. In 
addition, the long-term behavior for this case may be significantly different from 
that of the cases where •m(ø•) = E/D. 

Construction of a quasi-steady-state temperature distribution with the cot- 
rect limiting end point Sin( •o ) yields 

1 d•m 
-- )) 

2•m(•ø)(D + •Y1) • -- 1 11 + D + •Y1 •Y1 V(1 •) 
,0)) ] [1 --•m(o2) )]•m( 03 ) 

-1 
= as •m-'--'•m( © ) (53) 

Comparison of .•he actual and approximate values may be seen in Table 3. 
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The long-term relaxation time for this case is considerably less than that for 
model 4. In addition, the distance the phase boundary must. move is less for this 
ease than for model 4. 

The development of the temperature distribution with time is shown in 
Figure 13c. Prior to 20 x 10 ø years the temperature distribution for this ease is 
nearly identical to that for model 4 (ef. Figure 12b); after that time the two 
models diverge. Model 5 attains equilibrium fairly rapidly, in contrast to model 
4 whch approaches equilibrium quite slowly. 

This may also be seen in Figure 15a, which shows the motion of the phase 
boundary for both eases. The long transient for model 4 is apparent. On the other 
hand, in model 5, the phase boundary nearly reaches its final position before the 
long-term behavior becomes evident; in fact, for this ease a long-term transient 
is essentially nonexistent in relation to the total displacement of the phase bound- 
ary. This illustrates the primary effect of the lower boundary condition on the 
problem. For constant temperature at the lower boundary b(t), equilibrium is 
approached by internally redistributing the excess heat from • > • to the region 
• < •, which has a heat deficit compared with the final state. In contrast, for 
constant flux at b (t), there is no region that has a lower temperature than the 
final steady state; hence the excess of heat cannot be compensated for internally 
and must escape at the boundary • = 0, which leads to a major long-term 
transient. 

In the preceding models the thickness of the region was 100' km and 
phase boundary was originally near the center of the region. To evalute the 
effects of distance to the lower boundary, we have investigated model 6, in which 
the lower boundary is at. 200 km, at which the temperature is constant. 

The motion for short times will be the same as in cases 4 and 5; the only 
difference will be the long-term behavior and the final position of the phase 
boundary. 

The long-term relaxation time will be given by equation 50, as it was for 
model 5. Note, however, that, since bo is different for the two models, the scale 
factor relating dimensionless time r to real time t will not be the same for the 
two cases. As can be seen in Table 3, the relaxation time for model 6 is nearer 
that for model 4 (constant flux at 100 km) than that for model 5 (constant T at 
100 km). The final position of the phase boundary will be intermediate between 
those for models 4 and 5. In the limit bo -• oo for the same initial steady state, 
the final position of the phase boundary will be ElD for either boundary con- 
dition. 

The motion of the phase boundary is shown in Figure 15b, where it is com- 
pared with model 5. Comparison with Figure 15a will demonstrate that this case 
is intermediate between models 4 and 5. 

Comparison of the effects of different boundary conditions and the depth at 
which they apply shows that the boundary conditions do not affect the short-term 
behavior; they do, however, significantly affect the long-term behavior, both in 
terms of the rates of movement of the phase boundary and its final position. In 
the consideration of a realistic geophysical problem including the thermal im- 
pedance of the material causing the pressure pulse, sedimentation and erosion 
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rates (particularly the latter), and isostasy, it is clear that the choice of the lower 
boundary condition may be primary in determining the elevation and duration 
of positive surface relief. The proper lower boundary condition that describes the 
actual geophysical conditions is not obvious to the authors. 

In model 5 the pressure pulse was the maximum that could be applied without 
overdriving the system. To better illuminate the response when (l/C) (D•m (0) - 
E) < 1, model 7 was investigated. In model 7 the latent heat was taken as 30 
cal/g, rather than 15 cal/g, as in model 5. Otherwise, the models are identical. 
The short-term behavior for this model agrees with that predicted by the Stefan 
approximation, as can also be seen in Table 3. As in the comparison between 
•nodels 1 and 2 for the gutted problem, the greater latent heat significantly slows 
the phase boundary in the region of Stefan behavior. The long-term behavior is, 
l•owever, little affected by the larger latent heat, as is expected, since the primary 
process is the redistribution of the heat of the initial temperature distribution. 

All the preceding models have had the same reduced Clapeyron curve D•m - 
E, which partly determined: (1) the total displacement of the phase boundary 
•m (0) -- • (o•); (2) the initial temperature at the phase boundary D• (0) - E; 
(3) the criteria r • and ri for cessation of Stefan behavior; and (4) the long-term 
relaxation time ft. 

As an illustration of the effect of the Clapeyron slope, model 8 was con- 
structed such that the reduced Clapeyron slope was reduced to one-half of its 
value in the previous models. In order to keep •,•(0) unchanged (for purposes of 
comparison with previous models), it was necessary to alter E as well. All other 
parameters were unchanged from model 5. The numerical and theoretical results 
are presented in Table 3. The agreement is as expected from previous cases. It 
should be noted thai; the short-term motion is slower than in model 5, owing to 
the smaller initial perturbation temperature at the phase boundary, and that the 
long-term transient is more prominent, owing primarily to the larger total dis- 
placement of the phase boundary for this model. 

In all the models that have so far been considered, we have. taken a = K2/K1. 
Since .a appears only in the field equations, whereas K2/K1 appears in the 
boundary conditions, it was considered desirable to consider a case for a v • K2/K1. 
This was done in model 9. A Stefan solution has been presented that approximates 
this model and may therefore be compared with the numerical solution. The mo- 
tion of the phase boundary compared with that for model 5 is shown in Figure 16. 
The motion for model 9. is initially faster than that for model 5, because the 
smaller diffusivity of model 9 reflects a larger heat capacity (• = K/pc). Thus 
more heat may be released into the region behind the phase boundary for the 
same rise in temperature as for model 5. The fact that model 9 lags behind model 
5 for longer times (t >• 7 x 104 yr) is due to the redistribution of the heat that 
was originally behind the phase boundary. Again this is a reflection of the greater 
latent heat of model 9'. The approximate solutions for both short and long times 
are again in good agreement with the numerical results. 

Convective heat transport. We have so far discussed only the most elemen- 
tary cases in which we neglected convective heat transfer and the presence of 
heat sources. We now turn to the investigation of the effects of including convec- 
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Fig. 16. Models 5 and 9. The effect of the thermal 
diffusivity of the lower layer on the motion of the 
phase boundary. Although both curves have the 
same endpoint, there are slight differences in the 

detailed motion of the phase boundary. 

five heat transfer, which is expressed by the term 

(o0(e, o)) 
in the field equations 25 and the motion of the lower boundary /3(•-). Thus the 
difference in density of the two phases will no longer be neglected, and the mass 
in the region 0 < • < /•(•) will be conserved. In the ensuing discussion we will 
assume K2 > K1. 

For short times less than •*, as defined in (51), the effect of the lower 
boundary/•(•) will be insignificant and we need only investigate the effect of the 
convective term in the field equation. Owing to the nonlinearity of the field equa- 
tions with the convective term included, it is no longer possible to consider the 
perturbation temperature t•(•, •) separately from the initial steady state, as is 
indicated by the presence of the term [0v (•, 0)/0•] in the field equations 25. 

Initially the velocity of the phase boundary and the temperature gradients 
in the neighborhood of the phase boundary are singular, and [Ot•(•, •)/•] will 
dominate the convective term in the field equations in the neighborhood of the 
phase boundary. We may investigate this term by appealing once again to the 
Stefan approximation. A solution to the generalized Stefan problem, including 
convected heat, may be obtained from the form given by Carslaw and Jaeger 
[1959, p. 290']: 
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0•(•..• I1 + erf • -- •(0• 1 O s•(•, r) = 1 -- erf k 2r •/• ; • --• •m(7') 

O•(•m) {1- err •--•m(O) 0s•(• r) = 1 + err (kp•/a•/•p•) L•• •7• 
- = 

where • is (he root of 

N(k. .. K•/K•. p2/pl) 

• •/• e K• O• 1 - erf k + Kx a•/"1 ....... •/"' =- (•m) (54) + erf (kp•/a p,]J C 
This is an exac5 solution to •he problem defined in (25) and (26) if (1) a,= 

al; (2) [Ov(• , 0)/0•] - 0; (3) 0(•,,, •) - constant; and (4) •hc region is infinite. 
Owing to •he initial singularity in d•,•/d•, condition 2 is nearly satisfied near •he 
phase boundary for short times for all cases. 

The function N(X, a, K•K1, p•pl) is shown in Figure 7 and compared wi•h 
N(X, a, K•/K1, 1) for equivalen5 arguments. I• is eviden5 from •he similarity of 
•he •wo curves tha• the •erm r(00/O•) in •he field equation has little effec5 on •he 
velocity or position of •he phase boundary for a 20% difference in density. In 
region 1, a5 a given time, •he effec• of conveered hea• does no• change •he func- 
tional form of •he •empera•ure distribution bus only the magnitude of •he per- 
•urbation, because of the change in •he value of the roo• of N (•, 
as compared with N (•, a, K•K1, 1). In region 2 •he spatial temperature distribu- 
tion will be altered owing bo•h •o •he scaling due •o the change in •he charac- 
•erisSic roo5 and to •he motion of colder material •oward •he phase boundary. 
This will •end •o decrease •hc width of •he •emperature peak •o the righ5 of •he 
phase boundary and corresponds •o a •ranslation of •he •emperature distribution 
by pl)/p. 

As has been s•ated, the singulariSy in [00(•, •) ]/0• a• • - 0 makes [Ov(• , O) ]/ 
0• or any o•her finite •erm negligible in the immediate neighborhood of •he phase 
boundary for 5he initial motion. A• points somewhat removed from •he immediate 
vicinity of •he phase boundary, however, the terms [00(•, •)]/0• and [0v(• , 0)]/ 
0• may cancel for some given points in space and time. As seen from •he S•efan 
problem, such 'accidental' cancellations should no5 significantly affec5 •he actual 
solution to •he problem, since the effec• of convective hea5 •ranspor5 is small for 
5he cases considered here. 

A• distances from •he phase boundary where •he temperature is li•le affected 
by the hea5 released a5 the phase boundary, [0v(• , 0)]/0• will become •he doral- 
nan5 •erm in the field equation. In •he limiting case a• poin5 •,, where the •em- 
pera•ure is invarian5 

= 0 
D• 

and 

[o0(e, 
= --1 

+ 
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will apply. Thus [0•ø0(•, r)]/0• 2 - 0 and the time dependence of the temperature 
is completely dominated by the convective term. This will apply at the lower 
boundary •- fi(•), if ,•(.fi(•), •) - constant. If the lower boundary condition is 
constant flux, then 

oo(•(.)..) o,(•(o). o) o•(•(.). o) 
o• o• o• 

If there are no sources, it follows that [00(,8 (r),r) ]/0• - O; hence again the term 
[0,(•, O) ]/0• completely dominates the convective term. In these oases the changes 
in temperature are totally due to the translation of the initial temperature dis- 
tribution. 

The principal effect of the motion of the lower boundary is its effect on the 
final equilibrium position of the phase boundary and the final temperature distri- 
bution; even this, however, is slight for geophysioally reasonable models. 

From the preceding discussion it can be seen that the neglect of the convec- 
tive heat transport results in two effects' (1) the temperarturo distribution in the 
immediate neighborhood of the phase boundary will be altered and the motion of 
the phase boundary will be too slow; (2) the total movement of the phase bound- 
ary, &,(0) - • (m), will be slightly overestimated and the final temperature will 
be too low. The magnitude of these errors will, of course, depend on the values 
of the parameters used. For the geophysical situation considered in this paper, 
the errors appear to be unimportant, especially considering the uncertainties in 
the lower boundary condition and the values of the parameters. 

It may be noted that, if the nonlinear terms in the field equation are 
neglected, but the lower boundary fi (r) is moved so that the matter conservation 
equations are satisfied, and the correct boundary conditions are applied at that 
point, then the system will approach the proper final equilibrium state. This ap- 
proximation effectively generates, however, an anomalous transient in the tem- 
perature distribution corresponding to a heat source or sink depending on the sign 
of the velocity. This may be understood by referring to Figure 17g. In the region 
between M(t) and b(t), the nonzero wlue of • is primarily due to conycoted 
heat. If this means of heat transport is neglected, the final temperature distribu- 
tion in this region will have to be attained solely by conduction, which will gen- 
erate a long-term transient. 

In order to show the effects discussed in the preceding paragraphs, numerical 
solutions were obtained. In both models 10 and 11 the parameters are identical 
with those of model 9. In model 10 the lower boundary fi (r) was moved to satisfy 
mass conservation in the region 0 • • • fi (r), and the temperature at fi (r) was 
kept constant. The convective term v{ [00(•, •) ]/0• + [0v(•, 0) ]/0f) in the field 
equation was neOlecied. Model 11 is identical to model 10 except that the convec- 
tive heat transport is •o• negleoNd. The position of the phase boundary with time 
for each case is shown in Figure 18. It should be noted that both cases have the 
same final equilibrium states. 

The temperature distributions in the vicinity of the phase boundary at a rela- 
tively short time are sho• in Figure 17b for both cases. It may be seen that the 
phase boundary for the model including the convective term has traveled slightly 
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Fig. 17a. Model 11. Initial temperature and temperature after 
0.9 m.y., showing the effect of convective heat transport. The 
upper detail shows the effects due to the convective heat trans- 
port. The nonzero value of 0 for depths greater than 60 km is 
almost entirely due to the translation of the initial steady state 

in this region. 
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Fig. 17b. Curve A shows the temperature in the neighborhood 
of the phase boundary for model 11 for short times. Curve B is 
for model 10, in which convective heat has been neglected but 
the lower boundary moved to. conserve mass. The dashed curve 
shows the ratio of the convective term V aT/ax to the total time 
derivative of the temperature DO/Dr = O0/Ot + V (OT/Ox). 
This ratio is less than 0.2 near the phase boundary except for 
an isolated point and becomes dominant in the region approach- 
ing the lower boundary. The 4- and -- signs correspond to 
branches of the dashed curve where V (aT/ax)/(Do/Dt) is 

positive or negative, respectively. 
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Fig. 18. Effect of convective heat on the motion 
of the phase boundary. In model 10 (dashed line), 
convective heat is neglected but mass is conserved by 
moving the lower boundary. In model 11 convective 
heat is not neglected. The difference between the two 
curves for long times is due to the anomalous long- 
term transient that results from the neglect of con- 
vective heat in model 10. In general the difference 

between the two curves is small. 
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farther than for the model neglecting the convective term. In addition, the tem- 
perature immediately behind the phase boundary is lower for the former case, 
owing to the motion of 'colder' material toward the phase boundary. Farther be- 
hind the phase boundary, the temperature for the case with convective heat trans- 
port is greater than for the other case. This is due to the term v t0 v (•, 0) ]/0• and 
is a result of the translation of the whole region • _< • <_ /? toward the phase 
boundary. 

Also shown in Figure 17b is the ratio of the convective term V (OT/Ox) to 
the total time derivative D©/Dt - (O©/Ot) + V (OT/Ox) for model 10. Since the 
velocity vanishes identically in front of the phase boundary, this ratio also van- 
ishes. Immediately behind the phase boundary the convective term is up to twenty 
per cent of D©/Dt. The singularities in the ratio at depths of 39.2 and 42.3 km 
are due to the vanishing of D©/Dt and do not have a noticeable effect on the 
temperatures at these points. At depths greater than 43 km the neglected convec- 
tive term would account for all the temperature, as is seen by comparing t, he 
temperature for model 11 in this region. At the point 19(r) (which may be seen 
in Figure 17a), the ratio is -1, as required by the invariance of the temperature 
at the lower boundary. 

Thermal blanketing and reversals. In all the preceding discussion we have 
assumed t.hat the pressure pulse •P has no thermal impedance. As discussed in 
the section on static behavior, the initial effect of a thermal blanket is insignifi- 
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cant, and the phase boundary will rise in response to the pressure pulse and move 
toward the position Ml as determined for no thermal impedance. However, the 
upper boundary conditions must finally dominate and cause the phase boundary 
to move toward the true equilibrium position, which may involve a reversal of 
motion. The time and position at which such a reversal occurs is of deep signifi- 
cance, since these factors determine the depth of maximum subsidence and the 
time at which the motion of the surface will reverse and uplift will begin. The 
time and position of reversal in conjunction with erosion rates, will govern the 
height and duration of positive relief. 

Although it is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the detailed geophys- 
ical problem, including the effects of sedimentation and erosion rates, we can 
point out the basic effects that will result. and the characteristic constants of the 
motion. We will present a discussion of the more complete geophysical problem in 
another paper. 

Let us consider a sediment layer of thickness s = AP/pg at zero temperature 
deposited instantaneously on the surface x = 0. The top of the sediments will 
then be at x = -s. The temperature distribution immediately after the deposi- 
tion of the sediments will be 

T(x,O) = 0 -s_• x_• 0 

T(x, O) O) = K• x 0_< x_< M(O) 

T(x, o) = o) (x - M(0)) + 0) M(0) M(0) < x < 
Subsequent to deposition, the temperature of the sediments and the material 

beneath the sediments will rise because of the flux from beneath, which is com- 
prised of the initial flux and the flux due to the latent heat released by the phase 
change. The temperature gradient in the region 0 _< x _< M(t) will therefore be 
decreased, which will slow the motion of the phase boundary. 

For short times the effect of the thermal blanketing will be small in the region 
of the phase boundary, and the initial motion of the phase boundary will be es- 
sentially Stefan-like in behavior as shown in Figure 19a. Eventually, however, 
the temperature distribution in the region -s < x < M(t) will become substan- 
tially different from that for Stefan behavior, owing to the effects of the bound- 
aries, which differ from those discussed in the prcvious sections because of the 
thermal blanketing caused by the sediments between -s < x < 0. 

We may estimate when the effects of the thermal blanketing will become 
significant by considering the superposition of the solution •o the thermal blanke•- 
ing alone superposed on the solution for Stefan behavior. 

As the problem is intrinsically nonlinear, this approach is no• exact. As be- 
fore, however, we assume tha• a good approximation for •. is obtained if the 
approximation for • is a solution •o the field equations, satisfies the initial con- 
ditions satisfies the boundary condition at &, and approximately satisfies the 
other boundary conditions. We will first formulate the problem exactly and •hen 
obtain approximations for •. 
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In terms of the perturbation temperature 0, the problem for the thermal 
blanketlug may conveniently be formulated by defining 

.•, 0): • L _< • _< 0; L -- -S/5o 
This extends the initial temperature distribution into the region where 

the sediments will be deposited such that 3v(•, 0)/• is continuous, thus as- 
suring that •(•, •)/• will be continuous in the region & _< • _< • (•) for • > 0. 

The initial perturbation temperature distribution is thus 

o(•,o) = -•1• L_<•_<o 
0(•, 0) = o o _< • _< •(0), • • •(0) (55) 

o(•(o), o) = o•(•(o)) 
The boundary condition at, the surœaee becomes O(&, r) - -7•&. This initial 

state may be seen in Figure 19b. 
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Fig. 19b. Perturbation •emperature profiles for model 13. The sediments 
initially have the perturbation temperature sho;vn to the left of x : 0. 
The phase boundary reverses its motion at r = 0.0192, just after the time 
of the second to last profile. The last profile shows the final steady state. 
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We will here consider the case where •s is small relative to •m. If we then 
neglect some of the heat initially in the sediments, i.e. 0(•, 0) = -• --• 0, 
.•s < •_• 0then 

o) = 

0(•, 0) ---- 0 •s • • __• •(0), • • •m(0) 

O(•m(O), O) = 

an approximate solution for short times will be given by [Carslaw and Jaeger, 
1959, p. 310] 

0 0 + 0 

0a is the solution for a slab of thickness •m -- •,, initiMly at zero temperature, whose 
boundaries at 5, and •m are mMntained at temperatures of -•5, and 0, respectively. 
Thus 

for 5• _< 5 _< •m(•')and 

0 =o 

for •m(T) 

0B satisfies the initial condition 0B = 0 everywhere except at 5 = •,, and 
0•(•8, r) = -q,•8. Hence 0R = 0a q- 0s• satisfies the initial conditions and the 
boundary condition OR(•m, r) = Oc(•m). The boundary condition 
is in error by the amount OsA(•,, r) and that at fi(r) is in error by OsA(fi(r), r). 

Inserting 0R into the condition at the moving boundary 5m(r) yields 

d•m I fOc exp (- X •) --C '•; • Q(•m •k) •-- 1/2 1/2 ' ,r r 1 -- erfX 
%0• exp 
%(1 -+- erf •k/O• 1/2) 

_1_23,1•, n•oeXpl (2n-+- 1)2(•m --•J")2,1 (56) 

Setting X = [Sin(0) -- •m(r)]/2r TM and 0c = DSm - E thus results in a first- 
order differential equation for •m(r). This first-order equation may be integrated 
numerically to obtain 5m(r). The time at which the phase boundary reverses motion 
is defined as rR and for this approximation •R may be determined by the condition 
-C dSm/dr = Q = 0. Since •R is obtained by a simple integration, the effectiveness 
of this method for estimating r• is of considerable importance. 

In the above approximation, • is a root of Q(•, x) = 0, which defines a 
curve in the (Sin, X) plane. Thus the intersection of a curve X(•m) with Q = 0 defines 
(dSm/dr) = 0 for the approximation of X(Sm) used. It would be useful to obtain 
an analytic expression for rR in order to gain some insight into the dependence of 
r• on the other parameters of the system. Insofar as the position of the phase 
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boundary as a function of time prior to reversal does no• deviate greatly from the 
Stefan approximation, we may estimate k by use of the characteristic equation 
(54) N(X, a, Ka/K•, p2/p•) = Oc(•m)/C and Q = 0, resulting in an approximation 
of •. It should be noted that this approximation is internally inconsistent. 

For the case for small X, N • [•r•/aX/(1 q- Ka/K•)], and using (35) and (56), 
in which only the first term in the infinite series is retained, we obtain the approxi- 
mate relationship 

-- L) __ 

TR • •Rt : 4 log [--2"yl•s/C(7r)l/2x] (57) 

D[1 q- (']/'1/']/'2)] •m(0) + 2(E/D)r• TM 

x { C (71') 1/2 1/2 - [D[1 + ('y,/%)] 
For finite positive values of r, we must. [hen have X _< -2?•&/[C(,r)•/2], 

which implies thai 0c < -71•2/(1 + K2/K1). For the case when K2 - K1 this 
simply sta•;es [hat [he per[urba[ion [emperature at [he phase boundary 
time of reversal must be less than -?l&, which is the per[urbation •empera[ure 
at the lop of [he sedimen[s. The [ranscenden[al equation (58) may be solved 
graphically for 

Equation 58 may be too coarse an approximation, since [he in[ersecfion of 
Q(•m, x) - 0 wi[h X(•m) may be very sensitive [o the traject•ory X(•). Since 
de[ermination of (•(rR), rj,) is [he most subtle of [he characteristics of 
motion so far discussed, it appears desirable [o use [he set of equations most 
consisten[ with [he actual problem and [o integrate equalion 56 directly. Never- 
•heless, equalion 58 should not be in serious error, since it depends only logarith- 
mically on [he value of X. 

Two models tha• include [he effec[s of thermal blankefing were s[udied, and 
numerical solutions were found for 0, •m by solving equations 25 and 26 wi[h •he 
init.ial and boundary conditions 55. Models 12 and 13 have 3.64 km of sedimen[s 
deposi[ed on the surface, and [he lower boundary condition was fixed at a depth 
of 95 km beneath the bot[om of the sedimen•;s. O[herwise models 12 and 13 are 
iden[ical [o models 2 and 11, respectively. 

The [emperature dist.ribu[ions for model 13 at selec[ed limes are shown in 
Figure 19b. The time of reversal is r• -- 0.019. The [emperature curves show 
tha• as the lime approaches r•, the temperalure everywhere in [he region between 
[he sedimen[ surface and [he phase boundary has risen significantly and at 
the [emperature dis[ribu[ion is domina[ed by the effec[ of the sediments. Model 
13 takes in[o account different properties of the phases and the motion of the 
lower boundary. Never[heless, [he essen[ial behavior is quite similar for both 
models 12 and 13. 
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TABLE 4. Actual and Predicted Reversal Times of the Phase Boundary 

Model 12 13 

ß • 0.0219 0.0192 
}m(•) 0.3175 0.3379 

• 0.0278 0.0284 
•m(•) 0.3117 0.3170 

•, 0.0162 0.0151 
•,,(y•,) 0.3022 0.3010 

Estimates for • were obtained from equation 58 (•), and by numerically 
integrating equation 56 (•,) to find the point Q = 0. These values are given in 
Table 4, as are the corresponding • values from equation 34a. The agreement of 
the • with the actual value of •a is quite good. For either model, y• overestimates 
and •, underestimates •. The agreement between •(•) and •(•) is not quite so 
good, although it is satisfactory. It therefore appears that the theoretical considera- 
tions provide a good estimate for the time and position of reversal, as well as a 
simple functional expression for this time in terms of the initial state of the system 
for the case of impulsive loading. 

E•ects o/ (radioactive) heat sources. The presence of sources enters the 
problem in two distinct ways: (1) as a term a(• - •2) in the field equations 
and (2) in the determination of the initial steady state 0(•, 0) and the final 
equilibrium state. 

The source terms appear explicitely as the difference a(•2 - a•) in the field 
equation in region 3 but are no5 presen5 in either region i or 2. They appear in 
region 3 only because of the change in spatial concentration due to the density 
change across the phase boundary, and they would vanish identically if •/K• - 
pffK•. This region in which the source term appears comprises only the space 
between the phase boundary and its initial position, and, therefore, for the initial 
motion the region is extremely limited. However, owing to the source term, the 
final equilibrium value of O•0/O• • will be nonzero, which will result in a curvature 
in t• in region 3 as compared with the source-free case where 0(•, •) is linear in 
every region. This term thus generates a translenS in 0 in region 3, owing to the 
difference between the initial state 0(•, 0) - 0 and the curved final state, where 
[O•0(•, •)]/O• • - a• -.a•. Insofar as a(a• -,•x) is small, as would occur for 
most geophysical considerations, it is to be expected that the source terms are of 
little significance in the field equations. 

The initial steady state enters the field equations in the term 
for convective heat. The effect of sources in making [Ov(•, 0)/O•] a linear •unc- 
tion of • rather than a constant can be no greater than the effect that the term 
had in the case wi•h no sources. As pointed out earlier, this term primarily com- 
pensates for the mass transport with respect to the fixed spatial coordinates and 
has only a minor effect. 

In the boundary conditions 26c and 26d, the terms [Ov(•, 0)/O•] appear as 
the break in slope of v(•, 0) at the location of the phase boundary due to the 
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change of conductivity. The effect of these terms will be the same as in the case 
with no sources. Some minor differences will occur, since in the source-free case 
the exact magnitude of this term is a constant independent of •m (0). However, in 
the case with sources, since •/(•, 0) is a quadratic function, the gradienf• will 
depend on the position of the phase boundary. 

In the models with no sources, the reduced Clapeyron curve 0c(•) = vc(•) - 
v(•, 0) was a linear function, 0•(•) = D• - E, since both v•(•) and v(•, 0) were 
linear. When sources are present, however, v(•, 0) is no longer a linear function; 
hence 0•(•) will also be a quadratic function of •. This may be seen in Figure 20a. 
This figure compares the initial temperature T(x, 0) and Clapeyron curve T• (x) for 
a model with sources (model 14), with •(x, 0) and •c(x), for a no-source model 
(model 11), which is used to approximate the model with sources. The Clapeyron 
slopes [dT•(x)/dx] = d•/dx ---- Gplg are equal for both cases, as are the initial 
positions and temperature gradients at the phase boundary. Making these values 
coincide and utilizing equations 5 to construct the source-free model required a 
new value of F and J(0, 0) -- J• in the approximation. Thus f•(0) is less than 
T•(0) and •(0, 0) is less than J(0, 0). In both cases the application of a pressure 
pulse AP shifts the Clapeyron curve a distance AP/pg to the left, and the tempera- 
ture at the phase boundary increases by the same amount GAP for both cases. 
The reduced Clapeyron curves Oc(x) and •(x) after application of the pressure 
pulse are shown on the right of Figure 20a. They have the same value and slope at 
the initial location of the phase boundary x = Me. The initial motion of the phase 
boundary should thus be the same for both models. Owing to its curvature, O•(x) 
diverges from •(x) for x • Me, and the former intercepts the x axis at a smaller 
value of x. Thus, for longer times the source model will depart slightly from the 
other, mainly owing to the different final equilibrium position of the phase boundary. 
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Fig. 20a. Initial states for a model with moderate sources and an approximation 
to it without sources. The shift of the Clapeyron curve is shown. The reduced Clapey- 
ron curve for each model is at lower right. The reduced Clapeyron slopes at the ini- 

tial location of the phase boundary M• are the same for both models. 
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The magnitude of this difference will depend on the curvature of O(x), hence on 
the magnitude of the sources. For larger sources than those shown here, the final 
position of the phase boundary could be substantially different for the two models 
and there would be a larger long-term displacement of the phase boundary for the 
model with sources. The effect of the curvature per se should be quite small, and, 
if proper account is taken of the initial and final positions of the phase boundary, 
the motion of the phase boundaries for the two cases should not differ significantly. 

Lastly, it should be noted that the final perturbation temperature distribu- 
tion will be composed of straight-line segments except for the region between 
•m (0) and •m (•), and that only in this region will the sources directly affect the 
temperature distribution. Thus the dependence of the solution on the source 
distribution is extremely limited, and we may therefore expect to be able to 
represent quite adequately a model with sources by a suitable model with no 
sources. 

In order to compare a model with sources with a 'no-source' approximation 
to it, a numerical solution was obtained for model 14, which has a source concen- 
tration of 3.6 x 10 -•4 cal/g sec in each phase. These heat sources, distributed 
through 100 kin, are able to account for all the surface heat flux of 1.0 •cal/cm •' 
sec, as may be seen in Figure 20a. Model 11 is a 'no-source' approximation to 
model 14 in the sense that both have (1) the same initial position of the phase 
boundary M•; (2) the same Clapcyron slope G; (3) the same reduced Clapcyron 
slope at M•; and (4) equal initial pressure pulses applied to them, and all other 
material properties the same. This has been achieved by adjusting the zero inter- 
cept of the Clapcyron curve F, and the initial surface heat flux J(0, 0). The 
resultant values of the parameters are given in Table I and 2, and the initial 
states of both models may be seen in Figure 20a. 

The motion of the phase boundary for each case is shown in Figure 20b. For 
the first half of the motion, the d•fference between the two cases is insignificant. 
Since the final position of the phase boundary is different for each model, the 
motion for model 14 departs slightly from that for model 11 for longer times. 
Nevertheless, the behavior of the model with sources is entirely predictable from 
the model without sources, and we conclude that the effect of sources is insignifi- 
cant for such cases, except in that they partly determine the final position of the 
phase boundary. 

Since the source concentration in model 14 was not particularly high, a 
numerical solution was obtained for model 15 in which the source concentration 
was 1.25. x 10 "•3 cal/g sec. These sources were distributed only in the upper 40 
km of the crust, which was underlain by a layer with no sources but with thermal 
properties identical to those of the high-density phase. The resultant nonradio- 
genic heat flux was only 3% of the surface flux of 1.5 •cal/cm •' sec. The initial 
state for this model is shown in Figure 21a. 

The first curve in Figure 21b shows the final perturbation temperature for 
model 15 and illustrates the primary effects of the sources. The curve is not 
linear in the region between the initial position of the phase boundary M• and the 
final position M•. In addition, the discontinuities in O©/Ox at M• and M• are not 
equal in magnitude, as they would be for a case without sources. The result is 
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Fig. 20b. Motion of the phase boundary for mod- 
els shown in Figure 20a (models 14 and 11). The dif- 
ference which begins to appear at t > 3 X 10 • years 
is due to the different values of M (•) for each model 
(cf. e• in 20a). Apart from the difference, the two 

curves are almost identical. 
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Fig. 21a. Initial states for a high-source model (model 15) and two no- 
source approximations (model 16 and 17). Model 15 has no sources below 

x -- 40 km (cf. Figure 22). 
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Fig. 2lb. Final perturbation temperatures for models 15, 16, and 17. Note that •(x, t') 
for approximation 2 comes nearest to •(x, •o ) for model 15 (with sources), cf. Figure 22. 

that the temperature of the final state is everywhere greater than that of the 
initial sSate. This is in marked contrast with the models without sources investi- 
gated earlier. We may expect that the result of this will be a limitation of any 
long-term transients in the motion. The short-term motion should remain un- 
affected, however, for the same reasons given for model 14. 

Model 15 was approximated by models without sources in a manner analo- 
gous to the method used previously. In general, in constructing a no-source 
approximation, certain parameters are adjusted to make certain characteristics 
of the approximation coincide with those of the model being approximated. For 
our purpose, we wished to make the following values the same for both models: 
(1) the initial position of the phase boundary M•; (2) the final position of the 
phase boundary Ml; (3) the initial perturbation temperature at the phase 
boundary ©(M•, 0); and (4) the final perturbation temperature at the phase 
boundary ©(M h •). This was done by adjusting the following parameters in 
equations 5, 7, and 26d: (1) the initial surface flux J(0, 0); (2) the zero intercept 
of the Clapeyron curve F; (3) the Clapeyron slope G; and (4) the pressure pulse 
AP. This resulted in model 16, or approximation 1. The initial and final states 
are given in Figure 21, where it may be seen that the final state differs consider- 
ably from that for model 15 in the region behind the phase boundary. 

The motion of the phase boundary for each case is shown in Figure 22. 
Approximation 1 and the model with sources have the same final position for 
the phase boundary. As can be seen in Figure 2lb, approximation 1 has a much 
more prominent long-term transient; hence the phase boundary approaches its 
final position much more slowly and lags considerably behind the phase boundary 
of 5he model with sources. The reason for this lag is thai. in constructing the 
approximation we have changed the initial temperature gradient in the vicinity 
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of the phase boundary, which is obvious in Figure 21a. However, as was seen in 
the section on unmatched thermal constants, the initial temperature gradient 
enters the dynamic problem through the t. erms in av/a• in (26c) and (26d) and 
results in a slowing of the motion of the phase boundary, which becomes apparent 
for times near r* and dominant for times near r**. The slower motion of model 16 
is primarily due to the effect of the larger temperature gradient near the phase 
boundary for this source-free model in comparison to the high-source model. The 
appearance of this effect by relatively short times indicat.es that attempts to 
approximate the long-term motion (in particular the final position of t.he phase 
boundary) may seriously affect the short-term motion. 

To better approximate the short-term motion, a second no-source approxima- 
tion, model 17, was constructed in a manner similar to that used to construct 
model 14. The only difference in the two methods of approximation is that, 
whereas the Clapeyron curve of model 11 matches t.he slope of the reduced 
Clapeyron curve of model 14 at M•, model 17 has a reduced Clapeyron slope 
which is intermediate to the reduced Clapeyron slope of model 15 at points M• 
and Mr. J(0, 0) and F were adjusted to make the reduced Clapeyron curves for 
this model and model 15 coincide at M• and M•, as determined from model 15. 
The Clapeyron slope, pressure pulse and initial position of t.he phase boundary 
are the same for both models; only the final positions of the phase boundary and 
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the curvatures of the reduced Clapeyron curves are different,. As can be seen in 
Figure 21a, this approximation (approximation 2) is more similar to model 15 in 
the vicinity of the phase boundary than was approximation 1. Figure 22 shows 
that this model approximates the motion of the phase boundary extremely well 
over nearly the entire displacement for model 15. At t - t', the approximation 
has reached the final position of the phase boundary •or model 15, and at this 
point the two models have the same perturbation temperature at the phase 
boundary. The temperature distribution at this time may be seen in Figure 21a, 
where its similarity with the final distribution for model 15 is apparent. In con- 
trast, the final distributions for both approximations differ considerably from 
that for model 15, although approximation 2 appears to be the better one. 

These examples indicate that we cannot expect all the aspects of a model 
with sources to be represented by a no-source model. However, if no attempt is 
made to accurately model the long-term motion (e.g. by matching M/), then 
nearly all of the motion may be accurately modeled so long as the slopes of the 
temperature and Clapeyron curves are reasonably matched, as was done in models 
11 and 17. Thus the effects of sources on the dynamics of the short-term motion 
are extremely small. The main effect of sources is in the determination of the 
final steady state, which influences the long-term motion. The numerical results 
presented here are a clear verification of the conclusions about sources drawn 
previously from inspection of the field equations in terms of the perturbation 
temperature. 

Time-dependent loading. In all the preceding discussions we have con- 
sidered only the response to an instantaneous load causing a pressure change AP. 
We will now extend this treatment to the case where P is time dependent; we 
will determine the condition that obtains when constant sedimentation rates may 
be approximated by an impulse load, and the criteria that determine if the phase 
boundary will be in 'secular equilibrium.' 

The effects of pressure enter the problem only through the Clapeyron curve 
5c(P) = GP - F; hence the field equations and boundary conditions remain un- 
changed from those used so far, with the exception of the condition for the tem- 
perature at the phase boundary (26e), (27d). In dimensionless form this becomes 

Oc(•m(T)) = D•,,(r) - E(r) (59) 

where 

E(r) = (F/To) - [GP(t)/To] -- E(O) - •,(r) 

P(t) is the time-dependent pressure applied at the surface. In M1 the previous cases 
with impulse loading, P(t) has been a step function of magnitude zXP: 

P(t) = 0 t < 0 

P(t) = zxP t _> 0 

We have shown that the generalized Stefan approximation is an accurate 
representation for impulsive loading for short times primarily because of the singu- 
lar behavior. In addition, by comparison with the numerical solution, it appears 
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that this approximation yields a reasonable description even after significant 
motion of the phase boundary has taken place, as long as the effects of the upper 
boundary are not strong. These conclusions apply to any impulsive loading, how- 
ever small. It therefore follows that the initial motion should always be of the Stefan 
form even for an infinitesimal AP. This suggests that more realistic models with 
finite loading rates may be approximated with a sequence of small impulsive 
loadings, even though the problem is nonlinear. We are thus led to apply a Stefan- 
type expression to approximate the temperature field for finite sedimentation 
rates and thus obtain an equation for d•m/dr. Letting 0(•, r) = • sA (•, r) as before, 
we obtain from (27c), and (29) 

C d•m Oc(•m) • I 1 • ---•/•-•?• exp ( k s) • (60) dr w r 1 - erfk 1 -• erfk 

where we have assumed p• = p•., K• = K•., K• = K•. for simplicity, and k(•m) = 
[•m(0) -- •m(r)]/2r •/2 as before. For a sufficiently small impulsive load, k as deter- 
mined from n(k) - Oc/C is small. Therefore, for continuous loading with P(0) -- 
0, n(k) will be linear in k for some time. For such a case •(•, r) • Osage (•, r), where 
OsAc(•,r) -- OsA(•, r) under the condition v(k) • (•/2/2)k and AP -- P(t). Equa- 
tion 60 then becomes 

C d_•m - 20• - 2 (D•m - • 172 172 -- 172 172 
dr •r r •r r 

or 

d(•m(O) -- •m) ' 4D 4 (E(0) -- E(r)) (61) d(T)i/2 -- C(71.)1/2 (•m(0) --•rn) + C(71.)1/2 
The condition of secular equilibrium is defined when the left-hand side of (61) 
is negligible and • • E(r)/D. This will be the case when 

1 d i d• 2D 
[E(0) -- E(T)] d; [L'(0) -- E(T)] • (/o • << C(7l-) 1/2 r 

This criterion defines the conditions under which the system will respond to the 
loading. 

Direc• integration of (61) yields 

r frei2) fo •/' lim(O) -- •m(r) = • exp (-- exp (rZ•/2)[E(O) -- E(Z)] d(Z •/•) (62) 
where r • 4D/C(•)•/2 is the natural rate cons•an• for the system. Hence •ran- 
sients will decay as exp (-rr•/2), and a criterion for long times when transients 
will have decayed is rr •/• • [4D/C (•)•/•] r •/• >> 1. If •he loading rate is a linear 
function of time, •(r) = E (0) - E (r) = DRr, where R is a cons•an• determining 
the loading rate. In this case the criterion for secular equilibrium is re/• >> 2, 
and tha• for long •imes is re/• >> 1, which are essentially the same. This criterion 
is independen[ of •he loading ra[e. The •ime over which this approximation is 
valid will depend on •he length of •ime before the effects of the upper boundary 
become large. 
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For a constant loading rate as above, (62) becomes 

2R 2R •/,. 2R 
- = + r r r r,• exp (-rr •/•) (63) 

or equivalently 

• (_ 1) • •(0) --•m(r) = 2Rrr a/'• •"•(n q- 3)' 

[• lrr•/" 1' = (Rr)2rr•/' ! 4! nt- "' 
The significance of the criteria for secular equilibrium and long times is apparent 
•rom these equations. In addition it may be seen that the initial velocity is 
proportional to r•/'•; hence the singular behavior that is characteristic of the 
Stefan problem is no longer present. 

We may represent an impulsive load by requiring that the product Rr remain 
finite as r '• 0. The loading function is then 

E(O) -E(O = RDr 0 5 r 5 AE/RD • ro 

E(O) - E(O = AE (• constant) r • ro 

Using this in (62), we obtain 

•E [ /') • 2(n + l) (rro•/')"• (64) •,•(0) --•(r) = • I -- exp(--rr • •(n+2)• 
for r > to. For an impulse, ro • 0 and the infinite sum on the right of (64) 
approaches 1. Thus, the criterion for an impulsive load is that the terms other 
than the first in the sum may be neglected, or 

=' •/• ]r(AE/RD) •/2 << 1 •I'TO 

Thus the time criterion for impulsive loading is independent of the loading rate, 
and the response to any load deposited in a time considerably less than ro = 
(3/2r) • will be as for an impulsive load. For the models considered here, •his 
time corresponds •o •1 million years. In this case (64) becomes for r > ro 

•E •E •/,( rr •/' ) I = +... 
and d•m/dr is initially singular and proportional to r -•/• as required for an impulse. 
In addition, since •(0) - •(•) = AE/D, we may write the preceding equation 

•m(O -- gin(©) = (AE/D) exp (-rr •/=) 
which agrees with (47). It should be remembered that the above results hold 
only when 

i.e., they hold only for small pulses, and not for such large pulses as we have 
discussed in the previous sections. 
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A more general result for larger X may undoubtedly be obtained by extension 
of the methods given in this paper. 

Numerical solutions were obtained for three models with linear pressure 
loading. The models (18, 19, 20) were similar to model 2 and corresponded to 
the gutted problem. The loading rate R was taken as 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0 in models 
18, 19, and 20, respectively. These correspond to sedimentation rates of roughly 
10, 100, and 1000 m/10 ø years. The motion. of the phase boundary for each model 
is shown in Figure 23. The initial tooLion, as seen in Figure 23a, is proportional 
to r •/2, as predicted by equation 63. The irregularities in the curves result from 
numerical errors due to changes in the space and time steps, which were necessary 
to limit the computation time. The logarithmic plot exaggerates the numerical 
irregularities for short times. 

The motion for longer times is best seen in Figure 23b. Note that the time 
scale is different for each curve. Thus the curve for R: 0.1 extends up to r: 1.0 
(Rr = 0.1) or t -- 355 x 10 ø years. Long-time behavior and secular equilibrium 
should obtain for r •/2 >> 1/r • 0.04. Thus, for r•/2 .• 0.4 or r ~ 0.1, secular 
equilibrium should obt•ain and transients will have decayed. As can be seen, the 
phase boundary is in secular equilibrium after this t•ime and follows E (r)/D at• 
a constant distance. 

For the Stefan approximation, the lag 1 of the phase boundary behind 
E is 

l= (2R/rS)(rr •/•- 1 4-e -•'/') (65) 
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Fig. 23a. Motion of the phase boundary for models 18, 19, and 20, which have 
constant loading rates. The dashed curves show the initial motion expected from the 
Stefan approximation. The irregularities in the computed curves (solid lines) are 

due to numerical errors (see text). 
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Fig. 23b. Linear plot of Figure 23a showing the motion of the phase boundary for 
a constant loading rate proportional to R. If secular equilibrium obtains, •,(0) -- 
•,(•) ---- R• and all continuous linear loading curves would fall on t•he same straight 
line, which is dashed. The times may be obtained from the R• or Rt scales by divid- 
ing by R. R ---- 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0 correspond to sedimentation rates of 10, 100, and 
1000 m/106 years, respectively. The solutions from the Stefan approximation are 
shown as individual points, which in each case lie above and to the right of the 
corresponding numerical solution. All curves lag behind E(•-)/D; the Stefan approxi- 

mation overestimates the actual lag. 

At • - 0.16, the lag should be 0.003 in • or ~300 meters for R - 0.1. Inspection 
of Figure 23b shows that the lag remains around this value up to the time the 
computation was stopped when the displacement. was around 10 kin. 

The case for R - 1.0 is similar. Thus the lag at • ~ 0.1 or t ~ 35. x 106 
years should be ~0.022 or 2.2 kin. The actual lag is ~0.015, and the phase 
boundary follows E (•)./D at this distance after this time. Similarly the lag for 
the case R - 10 at • - 0.02 is 0.055, rather than 0.08, as predicted. In both cases 
this is probably due to errors incurred in the linear approximateion of n(X), which 
causes the Stefan approximation to overestimate the actual lag. For • ) 0'.02 in 
model 20 (R - 10), the lag does not increase much and the phase boundary 
follows E (•)/D. 

The approximate solution for the position of the phase boundary without 
assuming secular equilibrium (equation 63) is rather good. A comparison of t.he 
computed results and those obtained from (63) are also shown in Figure 23 and 
indicate the accuracy of the approximation. The lag from (63) is seen to be 
greater than the computed lag, as mentioned before, and appears to place an 
upper bound on the magnitude of the lag. 

The effect of the surface should become apparent for • ~ •? ~ 0.1 or t ~ 
35 x 106 years. The boundary condition t•(0, •) - 0 will result in the removal oœ 
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more heat from the vicinity of the phase boundary than would be the case for an 
infinite medium. This in turn would tend to decrease the lag of the phase bound- 
ary behind • - E(r)/D. The fact that the observed lag is smaller than that 
predicted by (65) is undoubtedly due to the boundary effect at f - 0 in addition 
to the SAC approximation for the temperature field. For long times the surface 
effect predominates and the Stefan approximation should no longer apply. 

These three models span the range of sedimentation rates that would be 
expected in a reasonable geophysical model, and comparison of the numerical and 
theoretical results indicates that it should be possible to estimate the response. 
of most models with reasonable accuracy. 

In the preceding discussion we have neglected the thermal impedance of the 
sediments. As discussed in the section on thermal blanketing, sediments will cause 
the temperature beneath them to rise, eventually stopping and reversing the 
motion of the phase boundary. The time at which this occurs is of paramount 
importance, since it signals the end of subsidence and onset of uplift, and hence 
also the cessation of sedimentation. Thus this will control the total amount of 

sediments, which in turn determine the total uplift. 
As we did for impulsive loading, we approximate the temperature field by 

superposing the temperature due to the sediments on the temperature from the 
Stefan approximation. Since the thickness of the sediments, s, will in general be 
small compared with the depth of the phase. boundary, we shall neglect it. The 
boundary condition of the surface is thus 

0(0, 0 0 = 

If s is not small in comparison with •m, this ease will overestimate the effect of the 
surface. For loading that is proportional to the time (constant sedimentation rate), 
the initial and boundary conditions for the temperature due to the sediments, 
OBc(•, r), are 

=0 

O,o(O, ,-) = ,- _> o 

= o > o 
where 

W = [1 - J(0, O)/Go•gK•] = D(To/Go, gbo). 

o, is the density of the sediments and R is the rate parameter' 

R __ 
1 o8 dt ds 1 •OsC lbO ds 

boW ot dr dt W K• dt 

We will treat •m as constant in the derivation of 0sc, which is justified as long as the 
displacement of •m is small compared with Sin(0). 

The solution to this problem is given by Carslaw and Jaeger [1959, p. 102]. 
We are concerned with the heat flux at the phase boundary, •.,, since it is this value 
that will influence the motion of the phase boundary. This is 

- -- - _- n • exp -- -- r 
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This may be added to the flux due to the Stefan approximation to determine the 
velocity of the phase boundary, as was done in (56). 

-C d•m • 00, c q_ 00•c 00s•,c 

This can then be integrated numerically from r = 0 to find the reversal time rn 
when d•/dr = 0. This is analogous to equation 56 for the case of impulsive loading. 

Alternatively, if secular equilibrium obtains before the reversal time, then 
--C(d•m/dr) • RC. But since this is proportional to the flux out of the phase 
boundary for the Stefan approximation, the criterion indicating the reversal of 
the motion may be approximated by 

00S•C 
+ 

0} 
or 

00S•C 
0• 

=0 

+RC=O 

Thus, at the time of reversal, the following relationship should approximately 
obtain' 

'• ( J)• exp - r (66) C•os •m+ •T -- •'lplW 7r- .=1 n 5• 

This may be combined with equation 63 and solved graphically for the time of 
reversM •n. This is anMogous to equation 58 for impulsive loading. 

If •m c•n be estimated, then (66) can be used alone to determine rn. For the 
parameters in models 18, 19, and 20, •n = 0.048, 0.061, and 0.074 for • = 0.25, 
0.30, and 0.35, respectively. These values correspond to times of 17, 22, and 26 
million years. In each case the exponential terms have been negligible and •n • 
(Cps/•lPlW)•m • •m=/6. If we substitute 5m(r) = •m(O) -- Rr in this equation, a 
quadratic equation for •n is obtained and the dependence on the rate R is readily 

Thus the reversal time depends only weakly and indirectly (through •m(r)) 
on the sedimentation rate. It is of interest to note that it depends on the ratio 
CID (since W is proportional to D). 

We have not obtained numerical solutions for models including continuous 
sedimentation and the thermal impedance of the sediments. These will be con- 
sidered in a later paper considering the more complex geophysical problem. Never- 
theless, the accuracy of the above expressions for the reversal time should not 
be in serious error and should exhibit the dependence of •n on the parameters of 
the model used, if we may judge from the cases for which we have obtained numeri- 
cal solutions, in particular models 12 and 13. 

5. EFFECTS OF ISOS, TASY 

In order to consider the effect of isostasy in conjunction with a phase change, 
we find it convenient to consider the following model: 
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x • p•, K• 

•02• K2 

x = x• sea level 

x = x8 top of sediments 

x = 0 bottom of sediments 

x = M phase boundary 

x = b lower boundary 

x = xc 'level of compensation' 

Mean sea level, xw, is taken as a reference level, fixed with respect to the center 
of the earth. The depth of water is w - xs - x•; similarly, the sediment thickness 
is s - -xs. The densities of the water and the sediments are pw and ps, 
respectively. 

We shall consider isostatic equilibrium to obtain if the mass per unit area 
is the same after the deposition of sediments as it was before. This is equivalent 
to considering a crustal block floating in a denser fluid substratum. 

We assume that the mass per unit area is always constant below x -•x• 
which is fixed with respect to the center of the earth, so that x• - x•o is constant. 
Thus the mass per unit area above x• will be constant if the column is in isostatic 
equilibrium, isostatic adjustments being made by varying the amount oœ matter 
of density p• between x -- b and x - x• by lateral flow. 

For simplicity we discuss the case with no heat sources and with constant 
heat flux at the lower boundary x -- b. This is not a severe limitation, since in 
many cases an appropriate 'no-source approximation' can be constructed for 
models with sources. In addition we define 

if w•0 

since w • 0 corresponds to the top of the sediments, xs, being above sea level, in 
which case no water will be present. This allows generalizat. ion of the model to 
treat cases of deposition and erosion above sea level. 

The initial state of the model will be specified by the initial depth of the 
water, •.o, the initial sediment thickness, which we take as zero, and the initial 
location of the phase boundary, which will be determined by the intersection of 
the Clapeyron curve and the temperature distribution in the earth. The location 
of the lower boundary b will depend on the total mass of material between x -- 0 
and x -- b, which will be constant and on the position of the phase boundary. 

If sediments of thickness s are deposited on the surface x - 0, the phase 
boundary will initially move only in response to the pressure load, but it will lag 
behind its equilibrium position by a distance 1 as discussed in the previous section. 
The resultant conversion of the low-density (pl) phase to the high-density (•2) 
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phase will result in the subsidence of the material in the region above the phase 
boundary. In addition, the entire block x <_ b will subside, owing to the isostatic 
response-to the load of the sediments. The exact magnitude of this subsidence 
will depend on how rapidly isostatic adjustments are made. Except where other- 
wise stated, we shall assume that the time scale of isostatic adjustments is much 
shorter than that of the response of the phase boundary; consequently, we assume 
that a state of isostatic equilibrium always obtains. If on the other hand the 
time scale for isostatic adjustment is much greater than the time for the phase 
boundary to respond (as may be determined from the Stefan approximation), 
then the effects of isostasy will not be important and may be neglected altogether. 

For longer times the effect of thermal blanketing by the sediments will 
influence the motion of the phase boundary and may cause it to reverse the 
direction of its motion. For times less than the time of reversal, which can be 
estimated, the effect of thermal blanketing will be small, as was shown in the 
previous section on thermal blanketing and reversals. Thus we may discuss the 
response of the model to sedimentation for times less than the time of reversal 
by neglecting the thermal effect of the sediments altogether. We will include the 
effect of thermal blanketing later in the discussion. 

The requirement that the mass per unit area be conserved in the regions 
x _• x• and 5 _• x _• b, subject to x• - xw constant, gives the following relation 
between the sediment thickness s(t), water depth w(t), and initial water depth 
Wo. At any given instant of time 

where 

and 

Qww - Qwowo -i t- Q•s = - lp•[(1//p•) - (1//p2)] 

[(1 1) I (1 1/] ' i=s w Wo Q i ---- P i 'L ;c -- • ';1 P2] ' ' ' 

(67) 

W = i - (J•/KiCgp•) 

Since p• is a function of w, to allow •he treatment of cases involving uplift 
above sea level (x, < x• or w < 0), we must distinguish between Q• and Q•o. 
The lag of the phase boundary, l(t) is defined as the distance of •he boundary behind 
the position it would have if thermal equilibrium obtained at each instant of time. 
Equation 67 applies •o a source-free model, in which ease J• = J(0, 0). To treat 
a ease when sources are present it is necessary •o model •he ease with sources by 
a no-source approximation, as discussed in •he section on radioactive heat sources. 
In this case, J• • Ki[T(M(O), O) -- T(M(t), 0)]/[M(0) - M(t)] and J• is con- 
sidered as a constant. 

If m = p2, the phase change will have no effect on subsidence, and (67) 
reduces to •he equation for isostatic adjustment alone [Jeffreys, 19.62, p. 336]. 
Similarly, we can obtain •he effect. of the phase change alone in the absence of 
isostatic adjustment by letting p• -• o• in (67). It should be noted that, when 
Q8 - 0, equation 67 is independent of s and the sediment thickness is indetermi- 
nate. 

The nature of the subsidence can best be seen by differentiating (67)' 
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dw/ds = -(Qs/Qw) - (pl//Q•,) [(1// p•) - (1//p2)1 dl/ds (68) 

At• a given ins•ant• of •ime a negative value of dw/ds corresponds •o a basin being 
filled as a result• of sedimentation or, conversely, a decrease in elevation as a 
resul• of denudation. If dw/ds - O, the subsidence ra•e will be exactly equal to 
•he sedimentation rate and •he wa•er depth will remain •he same even though 
sediments are deposited. If dw/ds > O, [he water depth will increase wi•h sedi- 
mentation. For this case •hen, if •he rate of sedimentation increased wi•h •he 
wa•er depth, initial sedimen•a[ion would cause subsidence, which would resul• in 
even more rapid sedimentation and subsidence. Hence we shall regard •he case 
dw/ds > 0 as dynamically unstable. The [wo previous cases we shall regard as 
dynamically st. able (dw/ds < 0) and neu[rally s[able (dw/ds- 0), respectively. 

Assuming Q• > 0, a given model will be dynamically uns[able if 

Q• + pl[(1/pl) -- (1/pa)](dl/ds) < 0 
As can be seen from the definition of Q•, this term will be negative for (l/W) 
[(l/m) - (1/pa)] > (1/p• - 1/p•), which will be •he case for sufficiently small 
W J•ff(K1 Ggpl) or sufficiently close •o 1.0. This condition can be a•ained for 
values of •he parameters tha• are no5 outside •he range of probability. (For 
example, for model 11, Q• - -0'.012 if p• - 2.4 and p• - 3.5.) In •his case •he 
value of dl/ds becomes critical in determining •he sign of dw/ds, and hence •he 
dynamic s•abili•y of •he system. Systems tha• exhibi• dynamic instability a• one 
•ime may become s•able a• later •imes, and conversely. This is due to •he •ime 
dependence of l(t). 

I• should also be no•ed •ha• •he possibility of instability is no• due solely to 
the presence of the phase change, since instability would resul• if p• > p• wi•h no 
phase change. The phase change does, however, permi• instability •o occur for 
p• < p•, as would generally be expected in a geophysical model. The ins•abiliSies 
discussed here appear •o have been overlooked by previous workers. 

If we consider •he case of a cons•an5 sedimentation (or denudation) ra•e, 
then we can evaluate dl/ds for •he Stefan approximation (SAC) from (65)' 

-- • --- •-•/• 1 - exp - ds 4J•W • X plCl / p•L(1 - W) k•/ 
Values for dw/ds for models 11 and 17, •aking p• - 2.4, p• - 1.0, and p• - 3.5 
are given in Table 5. These models are no-source approximations to models 14 
and 15, respectively. 

As can be seen, the lag of •he phase boundary prevents model 11 from being 
unstable. Examination of Figure 23b reveals, however, •ha• the S•efan approxi- 
mation overestimates •he lag by abou• a factor of 2. If we had used •he value of 
•he lag from •he numerical solution rather •han from •he Stefan approximation, 
•he model would have shown the instability, as may be seen by substituting in 
(67) directly. Thus •he possibility of accumulating •hick deposits of sediments 
in relatively shallow wa•er exists for models similar to model 14. 

The values of dw/ds in Table 5 should be con, rasPed wi•h •he value dw/ds 
= -0.44 for •he case wi•h isost. asy alone and wi•h no phase change effect. Thus 
•he phase change has a noticeable effec• on model 17, even though this model may 
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TABLE 5. 

O'CONNELL AND WASSERBURG 

Effect of Phase Change with /sostaw on Subsidence Due to Sedimentation 

Time, 106 yr dw/ds, Model 11 dw/ds, Model 17 

0 

1 

5 

10 

15 

2O 

30 

5O 

All times (no phase change) 

--0.41 

--0 29 

--0 16 

-0 13 

--0 090 

-0 075 

--0 057 

-0 040 

--0.37 

--0.32 

--0.27 

--0.26 

--0.26 

--0.26 

--0.26 

--0.26 

--0.44 --0.44 

be considered conservative in terms of the magnitude of Q• (since W is relatively 
large). The effect of the phase change in model 11 is very marked, as would be 
expected, owing to the negative value of Q•. 

If we consider a basin subject to sedimentation as long as the surface is 
below sea level, sedimentation will stop when either (1) the basin fills up or (2) 
the motion of the phase boundary reverses, owing to thermal blanketing, even- 
tually causing the surface to be elevated above sea level. The maximum thickness 
of sediments that could be deposited in the basin will be attained if (1) occurs, i.e. 
if the basin fills completely before the phase boundary reverses; hence this maxi- 
mum thickness is given by setting w - 0 in (67). For neutrally stable or unstable 
cases, this may result in a root for s that is negative and does not constitute a 
real physical solution. Since the time at which the phase boundary reverses 
motion has been estimated in the previous section, one can roughly determine 
whether or not this maximum thickness will be attained for a given sedimentation 
rate. If (2) occurs first, sediment. thickness may be estimated from the sedimen- 
tation rate and the reversal time. The exact thickness will depend on the amount 
deposited after reversal. 

After the reversal of the phase boundary, the effect of thermal blanketing 
will dominate the motion. Hence, since the thermal blanketing effects of the 
surface were completely neglected, equation 67 will no longer apply. Instead the 
elevation (-w) will be given by 

Qww -- Qwo•O 'JI- Qs'8 ---- --gp1[(1/p1) -- (1//p2)] (69) 

where Q• and Q wo are as defined in (67) and 1 is the lag (or lead) of the phase bound- 
ary from the position it would have if thermal equilibrium including the effects 
of the sediments obtained at each instant of time. This is the same definition as 

before; however the thermal blanketing effects are now to be included. 

Q,' = Q, + (Klpl/K,)(1/Y)[(1/pl) -- (1/p2)] 

where Y ------ (GgpxK1/Js) - (J:•/Js) and where J•/K• is the average temperature 
gradient in the sediments. If there are no heat sources in the sediments, J• - 
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J(O, 0). The problem of sedimentation in a basin may now be approached by con- 
sidering •he possible sequences of events. The maximum sedimen• t,hickness tha• 
can be accumulated in a basin will occur if •he basin completely fills up before the 
thermal blanketing causes the phase boundary to reverse i•s mo•ion. This thick- 
ness may be found by setting w - 0 in equation 67. The time necessary for the 
deposition of this thickness of sediments can then be obtained from the sedimen- 
tation ra•e. If this time is grea•er •han the reversal •ime of the phase boundary, 
then •he reversal of the boundary, resulting in uplift, may cause the surface •o 
rise above sea level before the above-mentioned maximum sediment thickness has 

been attained. In this event the sediment thickness may be estimated from the. 
sedimentation rate and the reversal time. In either event, once the sedimen• 
thickness is known, the maximum final elevation can be determined from (69') 
by setting I - 0, which is equivalenf• to assuming that the final steady-state 
thermal equilibrium has been a•tained. This maximum elevation would be 
a•tained only under •he exceptional circumstance of no erosion and then only 
after a time sufficiently long for the region x• _< x _< b •o approach •hermal 
equilibrium. For a region ~100' km •hick, this would be of the order of l0 s years. 
Since •he Stefan approximation certainly does no• apply after •he reversal of 
mo•ion of •he phase boundary, we will not at.temp• to estimate t. he uplif• in the 
even• of erosion. It should be noted, however, f•hat, owing to isostatic compensa- 
tion and •he effect of the phase change (•hrough the term dw/ds discussed above), 
the erosion of a given thickness of sedimen• will not cause a decrease in elevation 
of the same amoun• but rather less. 

In Table 6 are the maximum sediment •hicknesses calculated from equation 
67 with w - 0 and the final elevations calculated from equation 69 for various 
values of the lag of the phase boundary for several cases. All of the cases employ 
the physical parameters used in model 15 (to which model 17 is •he appropriate 
no-source approximation), but with various values for the surface hea• flux (J•) 
and sediment conductivity (K•). In all cases J•, •he heat flux in •he vicinity of 
the phase boundary, and all other relevan• parameters are identical to •hose 
in model 17 (or 15). This may be considered a fairly conservative model, since, 
as shown in Table 5, •he value of dw./ds is nof• especially small. If •he ratio J•/ 
K•Ggpx were greater, as would be the case if more hea• originated below the 
phase boundary, i..e for x > •[, then •he sediment thickness and final elevation 
could be substantially greater. This would also be the case for denser sediments, 
a less dense substratum, or a greater density change with the phase change t.han 
considered here. 

The firs• six cases are for marine deposition and later emergence above sea 
level. The las• case, on the other hand, •rea•s the rapid erosion to a reference 
level (taken arbitrarily a• sea level) of a surface initially 1 km above tha• 
reference level. Since there is no water present, f•he ra•io of the change in elevation 
to the sediments removed (dwfds) is less than would be the case for a marine 
environment. 

For all cases for •he values of l given in Table 6, model 11 is unstable; i.e., 
the only limi• f•o the sediment •hickness is the •ime of reversal of •he phase 
boundary. Since this has been previously shown to be ~20 million years, the 
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TABLE 6. 

O'CONNELL AND WASSERBURG 

Possible Sediment Thickness and Final Elevation Assuming No Erosion for Models 
(including phase change and isostasy) 

J• K, Wo l sp 

Average Flux Conductivity Initial Maximum 
in Sediments, of Sediments, Water Lag of Phase Thickness of 
• cal/cm2/sec cal/cm/sec/øC Depth, km Boundary ,km Sediments, km 

--w 

Maximum 

Final 

Elevation, 
km 

1.0 0.005 3 

1.2 o. 005 3 

1.2 0.0035 3 

1.5 o. 005 3 

1.5 o. 0035 3 

1.5 0.005 -1' 

0 12.6 2.3 

2 10.6 1.6 

4 8.6 1.0 

0 12.6 2.7 

2 10.6 2.0 

4 8.6 1.3 

0 12.6 3.9 

2 10.6 3.0 

4 8.6 2.1 

0 12.6 3.4 

2 10.6 2.6 

4 8.6 1.7 

0 21.0 5.7 

2 19.0 4.8 

4 17.0 4.0 

0 12.6 4.9 

2 10.6 3.8 

4 8.6 2.7 

0 --6.5 --1.7' 

--1 --5.5 --1.3' 

--2 --4.5 --0.92* 

--3 --3.5 --0.50* 

* Surface initially above sea level, subsequently eroded to sea level. Weight of water neglected. 
t o, = 2.4; oc = 3.5. 

sediment thickness will be just the amount that can be deposited in that time, 
and it will be independent of the initial water depth. 

Thus, there seems to be little difficulty in accounting for thick sections of 
sediments that were deposited in relatively shallow water, so long as the deposi- 
tion was sufficiently rapid. The long-term evolution of the surface after uplift 
will depend on the erosion of the surface above sea level and may be subject to 
an extension of the simple analysis as presented in this paper. 

The possibility of a small value of dw/ds would indicate that rapid erosion 
rates may not substantially reduce the elevation of the eroded surface. 
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6. SUMMARY 

The dynamic response of a phase boundary to sudden changes in pressure. 
has been investigated by considering a one-dimensional model of two layers 
separated by a phase change. The problem was formulated in terms of a dimen- 
sionless perturbation temperature by subtracting the initial steady temperature 
distribution. In this form the simplest case, neglecting radioactive heat sources, 
convective heat transport, and the difference in thermal properties of the two 
phases, may be approximated by a simple generalization of Neumann's solution 
to the problem of freezing at a constant temperature. Comparison of the approxi- 
mate solution with exact, numerical solution revealed that the approximation very 
accurately described both the initial motion of the phase boundary and the 
temperature distribution. More complex models considering the differences in 
thermal properties of the two phases may also be accurately described by the 
approximate solution up to a time that may be determined from the approxima- 
tion. In all cases, the initial motion is completely determined from (1) the ratio 
of the latent heat of the phase change to the difference between the Clapeyron 
slope and the earth's temperature gradient and (2) t.he product of the Clapeyron 
slope and the applied pressure divided by the latent heat. 

The motion of the phase boundary for long times may also be accurately 
described from simple considerations based on the over-all geometry of the model. 
In addition to (1) above, the motion then depends most critically on the location 
of, and the boundary conditions at, the lower boundary. Since. for most geophy- 
sical models the effects of the lower boundary will probably dominate the behavior 
for long times, the choice of this boundary condition is extremely important and 
is probably the most severe limitation of a one-dimensional model that attempts 
to describe the complete geophysical problem. 

The effect of convective heat transport, which is partly estimable from the 
approximate solution, has been shown to be small for many geophysical cases by 
direct comparison of numerical solutions. Thus neglect of the convective term in 
the field equations is probably justified, considering the implicit limitations of 
a one-dimensional model and the uncertainties in the parameters. 

Radioactive heat sources were shown to enter the problem only in the region 
through which the phase boundary actually moved. In addition, comparisons of 
numerical solutions indicated that the effect of sources per se on the dynamics 
of the motion is small. Thus a model with sources can be adequately approxi- 
mated by a model without sources to which all the previous conclusions apply. 

The effect of thermal blanketing by sediments has also been considered. The 
approximate time at which the blankettrig would cause the phase boundary to 
reverse its motion may be determined from an analytic expression or by the inte- 
gration of a first-order linear differential equation. Since the time at which re- 
versal occurs signals the star[ of uplift, this criterion is especially important. 

The approximate solution for impulsive loads was extended to the ease of 
continuous sedimentation at a constant rate, and the accuracy verified by com- 
parison with numerical solutions for sedimentation rates ranging from ~ 10 meters/ 
10 • years to ~1000 meters/10 • years. It was shown that a condition of secular 
equilibrium would eventually obtain, where the phase boundary would follow 
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the applied load, and criteria were presented to determine when such a situation 
would obtain. In addition, the criterion determining when a continuous load 
would appear as an impulsive one was determined and shown to be independent 
of the loading rate. Similarly, the time at which the phase boundary would 
reverse its motion was shown to have only weak dependence on the loading rate, 
and an explicit expression for this time was given. 

The effect of a phase change in conjunction with isostatic compensation on 
subsidence due to sedimentation was shown to be maior. For a proper choice of 
reasonable parameters, the thickness of sediments that can be deposited in a 
basin is limited primarily by the time at which the phase boundary reverses mo- 
tion, and not the initial depth of water. For a phase change at a depth of ,•40 km, 
this time is ~20 million years; thus for a wide variety of cases, where the basin 
is not filled before reversal the sediment thickness depends almost exclusively on 
the sedimentation rate. The final elevation after uplift and attainment of thermal 
equilibrium can be substantial; the actual elevation will depend, however, on 
erosion rates after uplift, which have not been studied here. The proper study 
of the problem including erosion will depend strongly on the actual long-term 
behavior. Since this behavior will be dominated by the boundary conditions at 
depth, the problem of the proper choice for this condition must be. resolved for 
further progress with a one-dimensional model. 

The existence of reasonably accurate analytic approximations to the actual 
solution permits the dependence of the solution on the various parameters to be 
readily seen. This allows various geophysical models to be considered without 
the need of obtaining numerical solutions for each one. In addition, certain char- 
acteristics of the solution may be identified (e.g. long- or short-term motion), or 
certain aspects of the model may be characterized in terms of their effect on the 
solution (e.g. slow or rapid sedimentation). The problem may be separated into 
rather distinct physical processes with characteristic time constants. The charac- 
teristic times are determined from the initial state of the model. Insofar as the 

characteristic times of the various processes are distinct, the separate modes of 
the motion are then subject to an a priori analysis. When the characteristic times 
overlap, the motion may be more complicated. This allows the det. ermination of 
the conditions under which the motion of a phase change will be an important 
geophysical process. Once this is done, the problem of whether such conditions 
actually exist may be treated separately. 

APPENDIX 1 

The gutted problem is formulated for 0(•, r), •m (r)' 

0(0, r) = 0(1, r) = O, 

O0 O0 

•=•m-(r) 

r>O 

_ cd•m 
dr 

r>O (A1) 

(A3) 
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0(•, 0) = 0, • • •(0); 0(•(0), 0) = D•(0) - E (A5) 

C,D, Econstants, 0 <E< D, 0 <•(0) < 1, C> D•(0) -E (A0) 
We will show that these equations determine the initial motion of the phase 

boundary, tha• the phase boundary is bounded by the equilibrium position and 
the initial position, that the temperature to the righ• of the phase boundary al- 
ways lies beneath the Clapeyron curve, and tha• the sign of 0-•0/0• '• immediately 
to the right of the phase boundary is determined. 

Multiplying (A1) by 0 and integrating 

Carrying out the integration on the left and substituting (A2), (A4), 
(As) 

Integrating with respect to r and using (A5), which implies 

fo' 0'g, 0) dg = 0 
we obtain 

and 

This is strictly positive, since the terms on the right are positive and vanish only 
if 0 and O0/Og vanish identically on the whole interval. If the integration is car- 
ried out on the left 

C[(D/2)(I&(O) q- •m(r)) -- E][•(0) -- •(r)] > 0 

By reduetio ad absurdum D•,• (0) - E > 0 implies •,,• (0) - .&,(r) > 0 and 
D•m(O) -- E < 0 implies &,(0) -- •,•(r) < 0. Thus the phase boundary is con- 
strained to lie on only one side of its initial position, and the sign (d&•/dr)I•=o+ is 
determined. ' 

By applying the maximum-minimum principle, we now show that • (•) never 
crosses • -- E/D, which is the only equilibrium position •or the phase boundary. 
This principle states •hat, if •'0/• •' -. 30/3• on a region in space R with bound- 
ary B, that both the maximum and minimum of 0 on R for • •_ ß _• 0, where ß 
is some arbitrary time, will be attained for either •eB, • •_ • • 0 or •e/•, • = 0. 
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Hence, •he ex•rema mus• lie on •he boundaries 

//-- 0, // = //m(r), r > 0 or 0 <//_< //m(0), r = 0 in regionl 
or 

//-- //re(r), // = 1, r > 0 or //m(0) <_//<_ 1, r = 0 in region2 

If •he zero of •he Clapeyron curve has not been crossed, •(•) > ElD. Use 
of •he minimum principle then shows 0(•, •) > 0. If • approaches ElD from •he 
right, •hen d&•/d•- < 0. We now show •ha• d&•/d•- either goes •o zero or reverses 
sign, if &• = ElD. 

00 = limIO[(E/D)-½e'r]-- O[(E/D),r]] >_0 • m = E/D + •--•0 • 

and similarly 

Hence, from (A3) 

00 

• =E/D - 

<o 

> o 

a[ •hc boundary, whereas i[ is negative when approaching the boundary; hence, 
• - ElD is never crossed and • (r) > ElD. 

We now show tha[ •hc Clapcyron curve is never exceeded in region 2. Con- 
sider •he function O' (•, r) - 0(•, r) - (D• - E) in region 2. Since obviously 020• 
0•" - O0'/Or, we may apply [he maximum principle. Since 

0'(•/, 0) = --(D•/- E) < 0 •m(0) < •/ _• 1 

0'(1, r) = -(D--E) < 0 r > 0 

O'(•m(T), T) = 0 T k 0 

then 0'(•, r) _< 0 or 0(•, r) _< D• - E. Thus the temperature to the righ[ of the 
phase boundary always lies beneath the Clapeyron curve. In addition, if •m(r) < 
•m(0), applying the maximum principle to 0 shows tha[ 0(•, r) < 0(•m(0), 0) -- 
D& (0) - E. 

We now exhibi• a relationship tha• determines •he sign of 020/0• • a[ the phase 
boundary. This or an analogous relationship may be useful in providing insight 
to other problems of this type. 

Since O(•m, r) -- D• -- E, we obtain by the chain rule 

D d•m O0 d•m + O0 O0 d•m _4_ 020 dr - 05 •=•m dr •rr •--•m -- O• •=•m dr -• •:•' 
Hence 
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To the right of the phase boundary, • is bounded by the Clapeyron curve; hence 

oo[ >_o D--•-• •=•m + 
Therefore 

Thus, if df,,/dr _< O, then 

020 /d•m> o 
•=•m + / dr -- 

020 
<0 

0•" •:•m+ -- 

and the shape of the temperature curve to the right of the phase boundary is al- 
ways convex upward. In addition, from consideration of the initial conditions 
(A5), for a short enough time, say r < r•, 

020 /d•m 00 > D' henee• •=• -/•rr < 0 for r < rl O• •=•m- ' m 

Thus, the initial shape of the temperature curve near the phase boundary is de- 
termined. 

APPENDIX 2 

For numerical solution, the derivatives in equations 25, 26, and 27 were re- 
placed by standard finite difference approximations [Forsythe and Wasow, 1964]. 
The field equation OO/Or -- •'0/• •' was replaced by the implicit difference equa- 
tion 

+ - 
k h a (A7) 

where h and k are the space and time increments, respectively. This may be writ- 
ten, with • - k/h a, as 

0(//, r) = --t•0(5 -- h, r q- k) q- (1 q- 2t00(•, r q- k) -- t•0(5 q- h, r q- k) 

which may be regarded as a system of simultaneous linear equations for the values 
of 0(•, r + k) at the net points • = ih, i = O, 1, 2, '". If the number of equations 
is finite and suitable boundary conditions are applied at the end points of the. 
region, the above system can be solved for 0(•, r + k) in terms of 0(•, r) at the 
net points. 

The advantage of such an implicit method is that it is stable for all values 
of tz; that is, it obeys the same maximum-minimum principle as does the original 

differential equation [Forsythe and Wasow, 1964, p. 102]. 
The above method can be applied in each of the regions 0 <_ • _< •m and 

•m _< • _< 1, provided •m(r + k), and hence O(•m(r + Is), t + k) are known. If 
• = mxh and • = m2h are the net points immediately to the left and right of the 
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phase boundary, and h• ---- 8m - mlh, h2 ---- m2h -- •,,, the boundary condition 27c 
becomes 

kIO(m2h'Tt)-O(•m'Tt) O(•:m'rt)--O(m•h'rt) 1 (A9) •m(• + •) -- •m(•) : • • -- • 
where •' may be • or • q- k. 0(&•, •') is given by the Clapeyron curve, once 
•m(•') is known. 

The method of solution used was' knowing 0(8, •), 8•(•), 

(1) 

(2) 

(4) 
(5) 

8m(• + k) was calculated from (9) by letting •' = •. Hence, 0(•,•, 
ß + k) was calculated. 

The system of equations (AS) was solved for •he nef• points i - 1, '", 
m• and i - ma '", n where (n + 1) h - 1, by Gauss' elimination 
method. 

•(• + k) was recalculated from (A9), using •' - • + k. 
Using •his new value of 8,• (• + k), s•eps 2 and 3 were repea•ed. 
If •wo successive determinations of 8•(• + k) were within a certain 
limit of one another, •he i•erafive process was stopped and the whole 
process was repeated for •he nex• time step. 

The equation A9 gives the velocity of the phase boundary at a given time; 
the average velocity over a time step was used to calculate the movement of the 
phase boundary: 

Fd•m d•m ] •m(T + k) i •m(T ) __I «•L•-; •_- + • r r=r+k 

In addition, since •he velociSy of •he phase boundary is singular a5 • = 0, i5 
was assumed in analogy wi•h •he classical S•efan problem •ha• d•/d• was pro- 
porfional to •/a for shot5 times. Thus •(k) -- •(0) could be calculated from 
(d•/d•) ]• = •. (For problems in which the singular behavior is of paramoun• im- 
portance a change of variable to • may be desirable). In order •o check •his 
assumption, •he integral form of 5he boundary condition 

--C d•m d •1 O0 O0 d• - d• 0 d• + • •o O5 • 
was used in •he computer program, performing •he integral numerically by •he 
•rapezoidal rule. In •his way •he displacemen• of •he phase boundary is deter- 
mined directly for each time s•ep ra•her •han the velocity. Thus i• was found, 
using •his form of •he boundary condition: 

•m(2k) - •m(O) = 1.44 
em(•) -- •,•(0) 

Using the differential form including the assumption on d&•/d•- gave a ratio 
slightly closer to 2 •/2 = 1.414, which was the expected value. Considering the in- 
heren• difficulties in treating such a singularity numerically, the results were con- 
sidered acceptable. 
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The singularit•y in velocity at r - 0 also made it desirable to use an ex- 
tremely fine space net• and small time steps. The retention of such a fine nets, how- 
ever, would have required a prohibitively long execution time for the solution to 
proceed to large enough values of r. Therefore, provisions were made. in the pro- 
gram both for making the space net coarser and for varying t•he time step. The 
space net was made coarser at times chosen so that• 0 would be sufficiently smooth 
to be relatively unaffected by the change. The time step k was doubled whenever 
!•m(r + k) - •m(r) ] was less than a predetermined minimum. A maximum steep 
was set, though, beyond which k was not• increased. Comparisons in trial cases 
showed no signifieant• differences between cases where the maximum k resulted 
in • = 3.2 or where • reached 102.4. In the solutions used in this paper, t• varies 
from 0.1 initially to a final value of 51.2. 

Comparisons of trial solutions with different net spacings and time steps in- 
dieated: (1) refinement of the space net caused the phase boundary to move 
faster, especially for small r; and (2) a smaller time step caused the phase bound- 
ary to move more slowly, especially for small r. The maximum difference between 
any two trial solutions for the location of the phase boundary at• a given time 
was 300 meters, and this difference appeared during the first• 15% of the 9 km of 
total rnovement• of t•he phase boundary, the difference decreasing slowly during 
the last 85%. 

Thus, the finite net spacing and time steps seem to cause errors of opposite 
sign that are significant only during the initial phases of the solution. These errors 
may be at, tributed primarily to the singularity in velocity at time r = 0. The 
solutions presented in [his paper have all been performed with the same net spac- 
ing and initial time steps; comparisons among t.hem should therefore be subject 
to relatively little error. 
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